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jg S S H O T SHELLS ■
A r r o w a n d N itro C lu b
S te e l L in e d S p e e d S h e lls
Sdrnlific tests 8h°w that Remington-UMC Arrow and Nitro.
Uub o/ec< L-intfa Speed Sheila are the fastest shells in the world.
i he steel lining grips the powder—puts every ounce of the
exy losiye force into a straightaway drive. No loss from shell

’

One o f the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

expansion.

You take a shorter lead on the fast birds, get more o f them.

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing

Likemanjr odiss shoorin* refinements, this steel UnlTg is an e x J lu ^ v jR ^ I
only in Remingtou-UMC “ Arrow” and “ Nitro
Clu!) "-t h e steel lined speed shells.
„ ,f< *
srotmd field shootinj;. get Remmgton-UMC “ New Club” —the "O ld
Xveliwle black Powder Sheila.
Go to the denier who allows the Red Ball Mark o f Rcmlnglon-UMC—the
Ot Sportsmen s Headquarters. He sella them.
i o keep your gun cleaned and lubricated right, use Rem Oil. the new
powder solvent, rust preventative, and gun lubricant.
'
REMINGTON A R M S -U N IO N M E T A L L IC CARTRIDGE CO.
-V
Broauwav
< New Toek

feftOR'UMC feature, ioiui..
id

HOTEL BLANCHARD
STRATTON MAINE
__________
In!the center o f the Fish and Game
Section. Write for booklet.
HOTEL BLA N C H A RD .
STRATTON M A IN E .
K. H. G R O S E . P rop .

GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

R A N G E LE Y LAK ES H O TEL C O ., Rangeley, Maine

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS
j On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex! celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
for June, October and November.
Write for booklet.
W ESTON U. TO OTH AKER, Prop.,
Pleasant Island,
Maine

One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
Like, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords
the best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bjith room.
For particulars write for free circular to

Capt. E . F. C O B U R N ,

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,

The Place W here You Can A lw ays Find Unsurpassed Fishing.

T IM R O N D C A M P S
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write fo r Booklet.

JULIAN K. V IL E S & S O N , Tim, Franklin Co., Me.

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
tlmun, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
ind Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
andother information, write
*
CD. G R A N T (Si S O N C O . ,
P. O . A d d r e s s , G ra n t s M e.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

M o u n ta in
M a in e

Malden Commandery Royally Enter
tained Here for the Third
Time.
(Special

Middledam, Maine

B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S Ba i d

A SALMON GIVES
FREE EXHIBITION

$
’il

. Bald Mountain C am ps are situated at the fo o t o f Bald M ountain on M ooselo^ km efuntic Lake. Near the best fish ing grou n d s. First class steam bo at conn eetlo n ir _ A u to
rotd to camps—Telephone c o n n e ctio n s —T w o m ails daily Write for fiee circular.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r..
*
Bald Mountain, Maine •

obbins’ Circus, Farmington, June 30
Celebration at Phillips, July 3rd
Celebration at Rumford, July 5th
FOR ROBBINS’ CIRCUS AT FARM INGTON JUNE 30th, in addition to
Jar trains, a special train will leave Rangeley at 7:00 A. M.; Philips, 3:30
M.; Strong 9:00 A. M .; arriving at Farmington at 10:00 A. M. Round trip
ias follows: Rangeley, Dallas, Dead River, Redington Bigelow and Can-aset, $1.25; Welch, Sanders, Reeds, Kingfield and Madrid, $1-00; Phillips and
sm, 75c; Strong, 50c; South Strong, 40c; Fairbanks, 20c. Tickets good oi
irn July 1st.
FOR CELEBRATION AT PH ILLIPS, JU LY 3rd, round *rip f f res ™lU be
ollows: Carrabasset and Bigelow, $1.25; Rangeley and a as, *
‘T T '
;on and Redington, 75c; Sanders, 50c; Reeds, 35c; Strong, 30c; Madrid, 2oc.
tickets good for return July 5th.
CELEBRATION AT RUM FORD J U L Y 5th, round trip fares will be as
»ws: i k n g ™ Bfgelow, Carrabasset, *3:30; Kingfleld $2:80; Phillip* and
:tn, $2.55, Strong, $2.30, Tickets on sale July 3rd and 5th, good .or return
f 6th, and in addition to regular trains a special train wnl leave Phi ps
iday at 6:00 A. M., connecting at Farmington with Maine Central special
ct for Rumford. Returning from Rumford special train will arrive at
mington at 11:55 P. M., Phillips at 1:00 A . M.
F. N. BEAL, General Manager

Correspondence.)

Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley,
June 23.—This hotel Las been very
gay the past week as fer the third
time the Beauseant Commandery cf
Knights Templar of Malden, Mass.,
made their pilgrimage to the Rangeley Lakes and were entertained royal
ly at the Rangeley Lake House.
Cn Wednesday morning, June 17,
at 8.11 when the Boston and Mgine
train left Malden nearly 150
Sir
Knights and families on special cars
started cn their annual outing for
one of the most desirable and beau
tiful spots in New England.
The itinerary had been so
well
arranged by the following committee
everything went smoothly from the
time they left home until they re
turned; Em. Sir Geo. P. Bradstreet
chairman; Sir Geo. M. Weeks, trea
surer; Sir Edward Rose, rooms, and
tables; Sir Wallace M. Corbin, sec
retary; Sir Harry A. Hall, transpor
tation and baggage; Sir Charles F.
White, music and entertainment; Sir
Fred
Hobbs,
refreshments;
Sir
Frank Sherburne, parade; Sir M. D.
Munsie, chairman sports;
Sir
J.
Richmond Dean, official photograph
er.
It lias been said there was not a
finer company of men in
Massa
chusetts than the Beauseant
Com
mandary of Malden, and in their
handsome uniforms the Sir Knights
made such a good appearance they
proved the statement.
The trip en route was a pleasant
one and the two big engines came
puffing up the steep grade from Ran
geley and were nearly on time when
South Rangeley was reached and the
steamboat Rangeley with flags fly
ing was soon on its way to take the
party across the lake. _ Never did
lake, mountains and wilderness pre
sent a more beautiful picture, and.
the enthusiastic company were wel-j
corned and soon assign,od rooms and
made to feel at home.
AH did justice to the fine supper;
in waiting and the evening was spent
in a social manner with music, danc
ing and card playing.
It seemed as if the Knights had
even the weather at their command
for it was perfect.
Friday morning .everyone was smil
ing and ready to improve the op
portunity for fishing, boating, a mot
or ride or a tramp over the country,

while for many the golf links, ten hundreds of Taft roses, carnations
nis court and base ball diamond and ferns, and the orchestra seated
were the attractions and the days in one end of the room, the ladles
were not half long enough.
in evening costume and the Sir
It was surely
The golfers played a tournament Knights in uniform.
for a handsome Beauseant silver cup a brilliant picture and a grand ban
cn Saturday afternoon.
More than quet.
200 persons formed ti e gal ery around
Em. Commander Sir Geo. F. Bradthe first tee and on the verandas street was toastmaster, speeches
of the hotel and casino, as the play were made by Rt. Em. Commander
ers started on their handicap match ISir Walter F. Medding of Massachus
for a leg on the beautiful silver cup etts and Rhode Island, Past Em.
that has" to be wron three times in |Commander Sir R. W. Crockett of
succession before it becom.es
the Maine who was a guest of the Beau
property of the winner, and we hope seant Commandry, Sir Win. J. Hobbs
they will come back to this course Past Em. Com., Sir Dr. Hunt of New'
to gain the Beaus,ernt Commandry Bedford and others. Miss Cast who
cup.
sang a number of selections delight
ed
New faces are daily seen cn the | the company.
links and the bright colors of the
Following the banquet there was a
ladies’ costumes make a p r e t t y pic Taney dress dance n the casino and
ture on the green.
There is a con it was a late hour when the last
tinued improvement of the golf strains of the orchestra were heard
course, new traps and bunkers being : and good night was said.
added on some cf the holes, which j Sunday morning (.here were song
will increase greatly the popularity of services in the parlor in which all
Rangeley Lake golf course.
joined and at 11.30 o'clock at the
One of the events that was watch sione station on the hotel grounds
to
ed with interest wras the base ball a special train was i,n waiting
game between the p eked nine of the] take the company by narrow gauge
Sir Knights ard the ladies.
The over the Sandy River and Rangeley
crowd cheered the fair winnerp for Lakes railroad, through cue of the
“ ladies first” and the score was 73 most picturesque parts of our state
to Farmington, where their cars
to 0 if correctly kept.
to
Saturday night the dining room were ready to take them back
presented an unusual be utiful ap-!Malden.
(Continued cn page four.)
pearance, the tables decorated with

Mountain View House
Mountain View, Maine
F or fu r th e r p a r t ic u la r s w r it e or a d d r e s s

!

$

L. E. 8© W L E Y ,

Mountain View,

Maine. |

HEALD POND CAMPS

FRED

f i E N D E R S O N , Prop.,

Jackman,

Maine
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and had all they wanted to eat, and
SKETCHING AS
Mr. Garland came in with a 3 1-2
pound salmon taken on fly last
WELL AS FISHING evening.
The road from here to Sunday
Cove, where the boat meets those
who come and go over Umbagog
Lake is in good shape and Capt. Co
burn takes people across in 30 min
utes.
(Special Correspondence.)
The big hotel “ The Balsams” at
Lakewood Camps,
Middle
Dam,
June 19.—Yesterday was a day of Dixville Notch, N. H., opens next
showers, and this morning the sun week and Henry S. Hale of Philadel
came out sending its brightness, over phia, who is president of the com
Lake ^ellokennebacook and across pany and Chas. E. Gould, manager of
the lawn, and everyone was up ear the hotel, have recently told Capt.
ly for the birds were giving a free Coburn that they have every reason
concert.
Several with fishing rods to believe that the travel from the
on their shoulders started off to cast White Mountains via Dixville Notch
the fly below the dhm before break through the Rangeley Lakes will
from the first of July until October
fast.
b
This morning after a ten days’ i much larger this season than ever
The roads are now in good
stay in camp, three Bath gentlemen, before.
There will be good steam
Messrs. C. C. Troup, Clarence W. shape.
Morse and Dr. E. M. Fuller are pack boat connections and from Rangeing up their tackle and getting ready ley Lake House, where onie takes
for a sail over to> South Arm, where breakfast to the “ Balsams” for sup
their automobile is waiting and they per or coming the other way will
expect to take supper at home. The give a day’s trip that cannot be sur
gentlemen with R. S. Dimsmore guide, passed for novelty and beauty of
have had a great outing. Some days scenery in this part of the world. It
they have been fishing and others will be a surprise to many a tourist
they have enjoyed camp life.
Mr. who has traveled in Europe to find
Troup with, a 4-pound trout caught as grand scenery right here in New
on tlie fly is high line.
Mr. Morse England as over the sea, and all
has for his big one a 3-pound sal thank God that this is a land of
mon, and the others all the way from ipeace as well as beauty.
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Cooke of Prov
one to' two pounds each.
Twentythree in number they have for a re idence, R. I., who came the first of
ward of their fishing trip to Middle June will remain in camp until after
the Fourth.
L. E. Barbour of West
Dam.
C. H. Bowker and son, C. G. Bow- e r ly , R. I., who came with them re
A 3% pound
ker of Worcester, Mass., are for a turned home to-day.
month happily located in Camp Sun salmon was his largest, but the good
time one has here out in the open,
shine.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Garland and counts more than big fish.
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. RoLfe of Port
friends Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Gilman of
Worcester, Mass., who came in May, 1land are this season accompanied by
are as content as ever and four Miss Caroline B. Plant of the same
Wm. Mourtcn is the guide,
boxes of fish they have sent home, city.

Bath Gentlemen Return Home
After Ten Days’ Stay.

L IV E A N IM A L TRAP

The’ best box trap on the
market to day.

Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside of trap.
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
GATGtt ’ EM ALIVE AND M AKE MORE MONEY

TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY
B O X W , © » K PARK, ILL.

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are coming this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bureau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips, - Maine
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who takes them where the fish hide. watching the deer feed on lily pads
Mrs. Rolfe lias had good luck but and the rabbits came close to camp,
only a 2 1-2 pounder for a big one while the hedgehog made himself at
as yet.
home close by.
They heard a bear
R. S. Cocke of Providence, R. I., howling a long distance away and a
had good sport yesterday with
a fox bark close by.
If cne lias nev
All
4 3-4 salmon that he caught on a fly er spent a night out in the open,
in Pond-3n-the-river.
miles from the nearest person, they
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Gates
and have no idea of what the beauty of
daughter, Miss Rut)h, who came by the wilderness is, or of the
(Special Correspondence.)
little
automobile from Dixfield were here ftar our wild animals have as long
Bald Mountain Camps, Mooselookfor a short stay the first of the as they know they are not to be meguntic Lake, June 19—The raia
week.
has made thet roads in good conditharmed in any way.
Messrs. Geo. C. Orr and Harry L.
The summer season has opened, ion as there is no dust, and daily au
Smith of Portland, who came
v ia jfor “ Commodore” F. Attwill Newlin tomobile parties arrive, some to stop
South Arm in their auto are here fo r : 0f Boston has come, and everyone only long enough to look over the
a few days’ fishing.
was glad to have him back again. place and others leave their car ia
Camp Liv mgstone is taken until fiis boat “ Comet” is (having another the garage while they stay to enjoy
August by Daniel B. Burnham, his coat of paint, new flags, etc., and all camp life.
Dr. E. H. Andrews of Brunswick
two sons, John I), and Daniel B. Jr., ;10pe by the Fourth the Commodore
and daughter, Miss Helen G. Burn will be taking a jolly party of friends was joined by E. B. Nickerson and
ham of New York city, who ccane to over the lake as he lias done for G. E. Hackett o f the same city and
the Rangeleys for their first sea many summers in the past.
the party left for home this noon,
son.
They are greatly pleased with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Porter of having had the best of fishing and
camp life in the wilds of Maine.
Brunswick, who have been at Camp all the law allows to take (home. The
Mrs. J. B. Garland the Worcester, j Marion on Dodge pond for a short Doctor yesterday caught a 4ya pound
Mass, lady, who adds to the pleas- ] stay registered here on their return salmon, but the proudest angler of
'tins season is Mrs. Augustus B. Thay
ure of many has just started out say-i home the
of ti-e week,
ing, “ I’ll catch a ten pounder,” and, Geo. L. Stevens and a party of er, wife of Dr. Thayer of Portland,
rm one would be surprised if she traveling men, who every two weeks who on Tuesday caught a 5-pound
did, for she lias just bought a dozen make a quick trip by automobile over trout that they took home with a
new flies and there is no better ang Franklin ccunty were here Wednes number of other trout and salmon
ler among the ladies who come to day,
that weighed from one to
three
Middle Dam.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Everett pounds each.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Magee of Beane and daughter, Miss Ida Leona
The first party of New York had
Beverly, Mass., who for a month Beane of Boston are here for over a fine outing, and with their families
have been so pleasantly located in Sunday.
Mr. Beane, with Walter will return in July for an extended
the bungalow will have to\take heme Wight guide, had great fly fishing stay.
Hon. E. I. Herrick with a party
with them, not fish from the _lakes, lMt eventog at Quimby pond
aDd
but a number of wonderful hits cf brought back six handsome treut of friends motored from Rangeley
and dined here to-day.
scenery that Mr. Magee has sketched that averaged a pound each,
Mrs. Ellis has her new store well
in oil, makmg pictures that will at- j. L D Crafts of Holyoke,
Mass.,
filled with ‘a large supply of eveirytract those who see them, and they
will want to come down to tils cor- rtglstered here Thursday en route thjng needed for camp life, and this
ner of Maine and take a view of the fOT his a™ ual **> t0 Ketmeba*o.
is most pleasing for those who come
ii
o
, ! Camp Don’t-Worry is taken for the
to live on the lake shore for the sumlake, forest and mounta ns, which he
.
»t_ eighth
by the Fronefield
party mer days.
has
so well copied cn canvass. t
Mr.
__ season
_
.
of Moylan, Penn., who have
been
Another new camp is being built
and Mrs. Magee, who used to come
coming to'Mountain View for twenty
to the Rangeleys have for the past
in the rear of the kitchen for the
years.
Mrs. W. Roger Fronefield employees.
few years traveled extensively in
and daughters, Miss Elizabeth L. and
Japan and other parts of Europe.
*
„
„ ,
The last of this month several
are parties will come for an extended
-it andi Mrs.
-it
X
T *i
i -N.
vt .-r.v,o,r„
Mr.
Nathaniel
Thayer Miss Louise Frcnetield, who
the Bostonians, who for a month greeted by raal,y bI" frlends are de' stay.
have been “ at home” in Camp Wen- lighted to return to the “ best place
James Richie of Orange, N. J., is
Mr.
keeping up his reputation as a gcod
cnali, now and then, with Marshall for summer in all the land.”
Lmnell their guide, go over to the
’ fisherman and Friday caught three
~ , . ..
,
i_
... „ dam
,
plan to take a trip1 to St. John’s this
Pond-m-the-river
cr down
by the
salmon that each just reached the
summer, returning in time for the
three pound notch when put on the
to cast the fly.
annual birthday party that Mr. MontMrs. Coburn spends the morning
scales.
Mrs. Richie will join her
it, looking after the hundred little gomery elves -his friends every Sep- husband in Camp Maloma in a few
promise tember at Mountain View. At Don’t- days.
ducks and chieken-s that
Worry camp are three happy pets,
many a good dinner later.
“ Mittens,’’ the cat, who for the fifth,
A 300 candle-power ges light
,
.
.
. ..
summer has made the trip to and
been placed near the wharf, which ^
____ ,__
.
\
in the evening lights up the grounds from Pennsylvania in her basket and
a pair of Pekingese degs, ‘‘Sun” and
and can he seen for miles up the
“ Glial” from far away China.
lakes.
No pet is better known than the
Several parties are coming
this
$1,000 cat ‘‘Michael,” owned by Mr.
Home
week and now someone is in every
mi
-n be
v from now until end Mrs. E. L. Morse,* that everyone
camp. There
will
autumn more than the usual number greatly admires and who seems to
(Special Correspondence.)
of person* enjoying the hospitality b0 as ‘>roud of bls beamy as any
of fcakewoed Camps.
distinguished person, and to enjoy
Mooselookmeguntic House, Haines
_________ __________
Iufe and the attention he
receives Landing, June 18.—This is one of the
while a guest at Mountain, View.
days when one finds life in God’sMrs. R. S. Barnhart cf Grtmd Rap great-out-of-doors.
ids, Mich,., and daughter, Miss Har
Mr. and Mrs. Warren M. Breed,
riet and son, Stanley Barnhard, who, after a pleasant week’s stay, return
for the first time are spending the ed to their home in. Lynn, Mass., this
summer here a.re greatly pleased with week.
Many friends were delighted on
joined by the rest of the family to Tuesday xto welcome Mr. and Mrs.
remain un.t’l the middle of Septem- J. R. Glover of Camden, who have
spent many June days in camp here.
. .
I Miss Katherine Roeschen cf Phila- This year they came across the
state in th er touring car, accompan
Mcuntain View House, Rangeley’ d^Pllia is a &uest of Mrs- L- E- Bow'
Lake June 20.—Unquestionably, thus le^ f° r a ten. days’ stay before open- ied by their friend, Mrs. A. B. Curling
cf Longmeadow, R. I.
With Irvin
w.ho choose this hotel for their sumthe ‘‘Little Brown House cn the
Fancy guide, the afternoon of their
T p s i i i l **
mer home make no mistake, if they iai“
arrival Mr. Glover went out and
want the quiet of the wilderness and
It was a little after 9 o’clock this
caught trout enough for their supper
the comforts cf home in log camp evening when two young gentlemen
and is now after a big salmon.
and hotel.
The cove, no matter came in from “ fishing by
moonDr. C. M. Sleeper of South Berwick
what the weather, is safe for child- light” and had two handsome treut
is among this week’s comers, who,
ren to paddle about in canoes and that would average a pound
each
with Tom Splain for guide, no doubt
row boats.
that they ihad just caught out in the
win have good luck landing the fin
Geo. Fera has returned to New lake not far from the wharf.
ny tribe.
York after greatly enjoying his first
The fly fishing in Quimby
pond
Messrs. B. O. Booth, R. I. LeMarch
visit to this region.
Paul Fera has was never better than at the present and S. H. Durkee of New York spent
been joined by his friend, F. N. Rig- time, and it is good .sport at sunset several days here this week.
gins of Camden, N. J. The young t.o motor over to the pend and cast
(Continued on page th ree.)
gentlemen, with Fred Fowler guide, the fly for an hour.
went up to Kemankeag Pond and,
____________________
camped over night.
It was a new
Make your purchase* from Maine PALMER ENGINES AND
ai d exciting adventure for the city
LAUNCH ES.
chaps.
They had great sport in Woods advertisem ents.
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for cenoes
and light boatp, $48.00 Largest otock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland,Me.

TAKES FINE FISH TO
PORTLAND HOME

New Store Well Filled With
Necessities for Camp Life.

FLAG OUT AGAIN
AT CAMP RIDL0N
The Base Ball Team Returns
Cheering for Their Victory.

AT HOME IN “ CAMP
DON’T WORRY”

The “Comet” Will Soon Be on the !ife in a log cabta M,d wm soon be
Lake—Catch Fish hy
j
Moonlight.
| br

ARE

YOU

G O IN G TO B O S T O N ?
Young
w om en
g o in g
to
B oston to w o r k o r s tu d y ,
a n y la d y g o in g to B o s to n to r
p le a s u re o r on a s h o p p in g
t r ip w it h o u t m a la o a c o rt w ill
fin d th e

Franklin Square
House

TAXIDERMISTS
H. W. PICKKI.i
T A X ID E R M IS T
Dealer in Sporting: Goods, Fishingr Tackl*.
Indian Yoceasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGfeLEY,
MAIN*

a d e lig h tfu l place to s to p . A
H o m e - H o t e l In th e h e a r t , of
B oston e x c lu s iv e ly f o r w o 
m en .
630 room s, s a fe , c o m 
fo r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f access,
p ric e s re a s o n a b le .
F o r p a r
tic u la r s a n d p ric e s address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., H E . Newton St., Boston, Mass.

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermeu
Known the world ov»r for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETTHELL CO.,
Monmouth.

-

-

-
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mouth of which was close behind the
ovary and the small end joining with
the corresponding one on the other
side in a common outlet at the ovipore.
The lower portion of this ovi
duct, therefore, according to this
idea, was formed below by the ex
tension of the peritoneal or mesoar
ial fold and above by the abdominal
wall.

this:
That when such undue force form the Bar Harbor Express, leav
is used in stripping the fish, this ing Portland at 9.40 p. m., due Grand
very delicate membrane may be rup Central Terminal, New York, at 7.56
tured or the ovary injured, especially а. m., following morning.
if the membrane completely covers
The State of Maine express wall
the ovary a-s has been suggested.
leave Portland, daily, except Satur
I ought to mention that at the days at 8.35 p. m., after receiving the
thirteenth annual meeting of this Rockland-New York sleeping car in
society, Mr. Charles G. Atkins pre M. C., No. 80, at 8.05 p. m., and is
sented some notes on the landlocked due at the Grand Central Terminal,
The idea that the eggs of these salmon, regarding which, among oth New York at 7.35 a. m., following
“Among
the morning, except Sundays.
fish were deposited free in the ab er things, he said:
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being pre
dominal cavity has been handed down migratory salmon of the Penobscot,
There will be a daily train from
served in its natural state, possible only by pressing the
but Mt. Desert to Portland and Boston
from Rathke to the present day in ovarian disease is very rare;
leaves into plug iorm and keeping it in by covering it all literature pertaining to salmonoid with the land-locked salmon of the carrying sleeper, also having connect
Do not understand that I Schoodic lakes it is very common. In ion with Calais and Caribou. There
with a natural leaf wrapper.
T he natural flavor and fishes.
am going to try to controvert the 1883, by careful observation, we will be excellent sleeper service to
strength o f tobacco escape w hen cut or granulated.
statements of Rathke, Huxley, or any learned that 18 per cent of the fe Greenville daily, except Sunday.
Take a P lug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried of the great masters, for I am not. male fish were affected with some The Boston-Halifax sleeper service
But, as Rathke did not go quite so disease of the ovaries, resulting in de will be a daily, having connections
out so that w hen you w hittle it off it crumbles into dust,
but it will bum and sm oke sm ooth and cool as it has all far as did Huxley in the case of the fects of the eggs which were appar with principal points east of Cape
of its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in smelt, I venture to suggest that Hux ent to the eye, in some instances in Breton points.
ley and others did not go quite far volving the entire litter, but in gen
The St. John trains will be run on
Plug Form .
enough in respect to the other sal eral a very small number of eggs. a six day service and will leave Bos
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid monoid fishes—at least that their The phenomenon was observed before ton every day except Saturday and
application cf the principle laid down ; artificial breeding began at Grand leave St. John daily except Sunday.
in both quality and quantity.
T ry this experiment anc
to all salmonoid fishes was too gen Lake stream, and does not appear
The week-end service from Boston
judge for yourself.
eral, and there may be exceptions |to be influenced thereby.” ,
to Kineo will again be a feature.
W e ' do not know how ^extensively Leaving Boston Friday nights only
similar to those shown by Huxley in
that phenomenon had been observed at 19 p. m., and arrive Kineo at
the case cf the smelt.
Some years ago, for purposes of prior to that fishery conference, be 7.00 a. m., Saturdays.
classification, I was examining some cause not a great deal of anatomical
Mountain Division Changes.
chars in the National Museum and study or many observations had been
wished to ascertain the sex of the made on the land-locked salmon, but
While the general change to the
fish.
Upon opening a Sunapee trout this suggested to me that a rupture
summer schedule will be effective
(Salvelinus aureolus) I was surprised ■of the membrane or injury to the
Monday, June 21st, the first Mcntto find extending fro-m eaeh ovary ovary had possibly caused the ovar
real-Portland-Kennebunkport sleeping
ian
disease.
I
will
mention
further
what appeared to be a tube extend
car will not leave Montreal
until
that
I
have
seen
a
number
of
the
ing nearly to the ovipore where it
Friday, June 25th, and returning will
golden
trout
of
Sunapee
lake
with
joined its fellow of the opposite side,
leave Kennebunkport, Saturday, June
making a common outlet channel. distorted and diseased ovaries, and
26th.
hardened
eggs
in
them.
Taken
to
These were what are termed spent
This
service provides through
fisb.
I do not know whether they gether with what I saw' in the Nat
sleeper Portland to Chicago enabling
ional
Museum
fish,
this
fact
and
Mr.
commencement of the last fifth, of th® had been stripped or not, but there Atkin’s statement gave me a suspic passengers to leave Portland 9.30 p.
abdominal cavity, in the fresih wat were full-sized eggs in each of these ion that those abnormal ovaries after m., daily and reach Chicago 7.53 a.
er trout on the side of the intestine tubes. Until I found the second tube all were probably due to rough strip m., the second morning
with,out
not far from the anus, and in the I thought it was an intestine. I also ping.
change.
I
have
not
had
time
for
thor
Coregoni on the intestine close to its found that the ovary appeared to be oughly investigating this subject, but
M. C. train on the Mountain Divis
end.
In all these fishes, he says, completely covered with a membrane. hepe that I or someone may scon ion No. 151 from St. Johnsbury at
the central abdominal cavity
must Another specimen showed the same settle the question.
2.15 a. m., arriving Portland 6.30 a.
I have
not
take the place of an oviduct, as it re apparent conditions.
m.,
will make its first run Saturday
Even the small amount of evidence
ceives the eggs when they are de those fish here, but they are in the already presented suggests that no June 26th and M. C. No. 164 leaving
(Continued from last week.)
tached and allows them to make thei National Museum collection and, I harm and possibly much good can re Portland at 9.30 p. m., due St. Johns
How
exit by a single opening at its pos have no doubt, can be seen.
sult from exercising more care in bury 2.15 a. m., will also commence
ever, I have a fish of another kind.
The following is reprinted from terior extremity.
Saturday,
stripping the fish than has been operation from Portland,
This fish is the common
brook
the Transactions American Fisher
In the smelt, however, which is a
employed in the number of instances June 26th.
ies Society March 1915; by William salmonoid fish, he says that there trout, but there does not seem to he
that have come under my observa
Bridgton and Saco River Railroad.
Converse Kendall, assistant, Bureau passes from each ovary a band, one any tube extending for the whole dis tion.
of Fisheries:
The very satisfactory service of
end of which is attached to the dor tance from the ovary to the ovipore.
the past two seasons will be repeat
There is another matter pertaining sal, the other to the abdominal wall, Yet, if you will examine it, you will
ed, including the Sunday train ser
to these trout of more fish cultural so that,-in each lateral half of the observe that each ovary is complete
vice, by which passengers are enab
importance than what I have
pre abdominal cavity, there is a chamb ly invested by a membrane with an
led to take the Songo River circuit
viously said, which I wish to submit er which receives the eggs when they opening at a short distance behind
tour on Sundays as well as week,
lor your consideration. Some ninety are detached from the ovary; that the posterior end of the ovary. The
days.
years ago a distinguished anatomist the two chambers ultimately unite fish, however, is not ripe, but one
required perhaps
and embryologist by the name of above the anus; and in fact, close in that would have
Sandy River and Rangeley Lakes R.
that
Rathke described the ovaries of var front of the place where, . in other three months for it to reach
R. via Farm ington.
stage.
Therefore, it cannot be pos
ious fishes and amongst these were fishes, the oviduct is situated.
itively
stated
whether
or
not
the
Train leaving Boston at 3.00 a. m.,
the Salmonoid fishes,
concerning
In 1883, Huxley studied the smelt
The Maine Central Railroad an
whole ovary is permanently complete
which he mentions that while the and reviewed Rathke’s paper,
con
nounces that its summer
schedule Portland at 8.40 a. m., M. C., No.
ly covered.
However, whether it is
Sahnonoids have no oviduct and the firming the statements Rathke made, j
will become effective June 21 anc 7, daily except Sunday, will connect
or not, or whether other kinds of salovaries are suspended free without but in the case of the smelt going a
will be nearly the same as Iasi at Farmington, arrive Strong 12.30
n onidae have their ovaries covered
any covering in the abdominal cavity’ little farther.
Huxley showed that j
year’s, although there are a numbe: noon and Phillips 12.52 p. m. Con
completely or not makes but little
there extends back behind each ovary in this fish there were oviducts form
of important changes that it is be necting train will leave Phillips 1.20
difference in regard to the points I
Each ovary has j
a narrow flat band which commonly ed in this way:
lieved will meet with the approval o: p. m., arriving Rangeley 3.45 p. m.
wish to make, although it
would
Train leaving Boston at 8.55 a.
arises at the upper and posterior end the form of a half-oval plate, with |
the traveling public.
support my views and emphasize
m. daily, except Sunday (with buffet
tf the plate-like ovary, gradually di the curved edge ventral and the
those particular points if they were
The familiar operation of the two parlor car) leaving Portland 12.55 p.
The latter is
minishes in width backward, and fin straight edge dorsal.
shown to be so.
through trains, the “ Bar Harbor Ex m., M. C., No. 67, will connect at •
ally becomes lost towards the end of suspended by a narrow mesoarial
Maine Farmington, arriving Strong 4.50 p.
In respect to the salmon and trout press,” and tlie “ State of
the abdominal cavity.
In the sal fold of peritoneum from that part of
Express,”
will
continue
as
last
sea m., Phillips 5.10 p. m., Rangeley 6.43
in
fish
culture,
it
has
been,
con
the
dorsal
wall
of
the
abdqlminal
cav
mon proper, he states, it disappears
assumed son, except that the" route of both d. m., Kingfield 5.42 p. m., Oarrabasupon the air bladder, opposite the ity corresponding with the ventral sciously or unconsciously,
surface of the air bladder. The ovary that Rathke, Huxley and other ana trains in each direction, will he via set 6.13 p. m., and Bigelow 6.35 p. m.
Sunday train leaving Portland at
was stated to be covered on its inner tomists following them were correct New Haven, New London and Put
б.
50 a. m., will connect at Farmingnam
to
Worcester,
with
a
notable
and
that
as
the
eggs
were
deposited
surface by the peritoneum and that j
m.,
the outer face gives rise to a great' free in the abdominal cavity all that change in their departure from New ton, arriving Strong 11.05 a.
Phillip® 11.25 a. m., and Rangeley
number of ovigerous lamellae which was necessary to do was to get them York.
The Bar Harbor express, between at 2.58 p. m.
are disposed transversely to
the out and use them and that no harm
TIME TABLE
The ab New York arid Mount Desert F-erry,
length of the organ and perpendicu would be done to the fish.
larly to its body.
Before going fur dominal cavity was regarded as a will leave New' York, daily, at 7.15 FLAG O U T A G A IN A T CA M P RIDIn Effect June 21, 1915
LON.
June
ther into this subject, it may be well sort of bag filled with eggs and in p. m., commencing Monday,
,
T.
j
FARMINGTON—Passenger trains leave Farm 
14th,
and
continuing
until
Saturday,
order
to
get
them
all
that
was
nec
to state that the folds' or projections
ington for Phillips and Rangeley, at 12:02 P. M.
(Continued from page tw o.)
and the October 2.
aid 4:20 P. M. For Kingfield an I B ig elow at 4:20 of the peritoneum, the lining of the essary was to use pressure
P.M. Passenger trains arrive from Phillips and visceral cavity, support and more or eggs would run out.
J. C. Clancy of Waltham, Mass.,
The State of Maine express will
Kingfield at 7:55 A . M.. and from Rangeley and
New is here for over Sunday.
In stripping trout (Salveliul) it is be operated a,s now, leaving
less attach to each other the organs
Bigelow at 1-56 P. M.
It is pleasant to see the flag out
Mixed train arrives at 9:35 A . M.t and leaves at within the cavity.
It may be liken well known that it is necessary to York, daily, at 9.40 p. m., until Sun
11:00 A. M.
day,
June
20th,
inclusive.
Begin
again
at Camp Ridlcn. Mr. and Mrs.
press
several
times
to
get
all
o.f
the
ed to a membraneous sack with no
STRONG—Passenger trains leave fo r F arm in gab eggs, and it is customary for the ning Monday June 21, will run daily, F. L. Castner of Brookline, Mass.,
ton at 7:25 A. M and 1:25 P. M.. fo r Phillips and opening which, placed in the
Rangeley at 12:30 P. M. und 4:50 P. M.. and fo r dominal cavity, fonms a lining of two stripper to try the fish to ascertain except Sundays, eastbound and daily, and maid came Thursday and every
Bigelow at 4:55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive
if the eggs will flow.
He presses except Saturdays, westbound, leaving thing will soon be in order about the
from Farmington at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M. coats and by projecting folds invests,
for New York at 7.35 p. m., and so con place and Mr. and Mrs. Castner at
From Bigelow at 1:15 P. M. From Phillips at or is attached to some of the organs, along the ventral surface from
1;25 A. M., and from Rangeley at 1:25 P. M.
ward toward the tail and if he gets tinue during the life of the summer home there for the summer.
forming
their
support.
The
fold
Mixed train arrives from Phillips at 8:45 A .M .,
to the schedule.
The Mooselookmeguntic ball team
trom Kingfield at 7:16 A. M. and from Farmington which proceeds from the dorsal area no eggs the fish is returned
‘t 11:55 A. M
car
or
pen
for
it
to
ripen.
When
eggs
last
Saturday went over to Stratton
Trains
M.
C.
No.
153
and
No.
156
o f the cavity and supports the ovary
PHILLIPS—Passenger trains leave fo r Farm 
back cheering,
ington a t 7:03 A. M. and 1:00 P. M. A rrive from is known as mesoarium or mesovar- are obtained by a light preliminary will carry coaches between Portland by auto, and came
Farmington at 12:52 P. M. and 5:10 P. M.
ium.
In the Salmonoid fishes then, pressure, he repeats the pressing or and Mt. Desert Ferry in each direc for they won a victory of .4 to 3 in
Mixed train arrives from Rangeley at 10:16 A t-M .,
named, stripping movement, a little harder tion, but no coach passengers will be 11 innings.
•ad leaves for R angeley at 1:20 P. M. Mixed according to the authorities
Ernest Loring Rankin of Boston,
train leaves for Farm ington at 7:80 A . M., and this mesoarial fold covers the inner each time, until all that can be ex carried west of Portland in the Bar
Vrives from Farmington a t 2:15 P. M.
who has caught many a big fish in
pressed are forced out and the process Harbor express.
surface
and
extends
around
the
low
RANGELEY— Passenger train leaves fo r F arm The New' York-Bar Harbor express Mooselookmeguntic Lake and spent
ngton at 11:30 A. M.. and arrives from Farm ing- er edge and for about one-quarter' or usually, I may say almost invariab
tonat 6:43 P. M.
will
arrive in Portland at 6.00 a. most of the winter in the southern
ly,
results
in
some
blood,
faecal
mat
one-third of the height of the outer
Mixed train leaves fo r Phillips at 7-30 A . M.,
stirface of the ovary, thus
leaving ter and mucous coming with the last m., daily, and leave Portland M. C. states going as far as Texas, is here
*nd arrives at 3:45 P. M.
indicating that considerable 1.53, at 6.20 a. m., daily, as last for a few days and says he found no
SALEM—Passenger train leaves at 12:50 P. M. the laminae on this cuter side free eggs,
for Farmington and arrives at 5:23 P . M.
place half as beautiful as the Ranforce is used.
If the eggs wrere all year.
or
exposed
without
covering.
How
KINGFIELD—Passenger train leaves fo r B ige
Tom Canadian is guiding
The New York-State of Maine ex geleys.
lowat 9:00 A . M. and 5:45 P. M., fo r Farmington ever, in the case o.f the smelt, it was ripe, it should not be necessary to ex
at 12:30 P. M.
ert much force.
When naturally de press will arrive in Portland at 6.30 Mr. Rankin and no doubt he will
shown
that
the
inner
mesoarial
cov
Mixed train leaves fo r S tron g at 6:00 A . M., and
ering continued, not in the narrowing positing her eggs, the fish does not a. m., or five minutes earlier than have a box of handsome fish to take
Arrives from Strong at 9:20 A . M.
Train No. 53, carrying home with him.
BIGELOW—Passenger train leaves fo r Farm  band mentioned by Rathke in the oth lose any blood, and they are extrud last year.
ington at 10:45 A . M.. and arrives from Farm ingA notice that hangs in the office
ed,
so
far
as
we
know',
in
an
eaey
the
New
York-Rockland
sleeping car,
er
salmonoids
or
as
a
dorsoventral
ton at 6:35 P. M. Passenger train arrives from
All of the ripe eggs are emit will leave Portland, daily, at 6.45 reads “Furnished camp for sale,”
Kingfield at 9:50 A . M ., and leaves fo r Kingfield partition, but a short distance
back flow'.
at 6:40 P. M.
at and we learn Mr. and Mrs, J. G.
of the posterior end of the ovary it ted but it takes time for the process a. m,, and arrive at Rockland,
SUNDAY TR AIN leaves Phillips fo r Farm ingGodding of Boston have decided to
tonat 9:00 A. M. and 3:35 P. M. For R angeley at folded over and became attached to as the eggs do not all ripen at the 9.50 a. m., as last year.
1128 A. M., arrives from Farm ington at 11:25 A. the lateral abdominal wall, thus form same time.
sell their pretty summer home on the
Returning train No. 156 will arrive
M.and from Rangeley at 3:35 P. M.
lake shoreThe point that I want to make is in Portland, daily, at 9.25 p. m., to
ing a fjnnel-tshaped channel, the wide

N a t u r e 's O w n W r a p p i n g K e e p s
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CHARS OR TROUT
OF NEW ENGLAND

Taxonomic and Fish Cultural Notes
by W. C. Kendall.

NEW TIME
BEGINS JUNE 21

Maine Central Gives Out Summer
Schedule.

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

F. N. B E A L , General M anager

MAINE
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P H U .L IP S ,

IVi m IN E , J U N E 24, 19l5.

December, 1880.
His early educat stunts nearly every week, I ana quite
ion was secured in the public schools sure, providing that a woman has
of Rangeley, supplemented by a year fairly good health and eyesight, she
at Wilton Academy.
His first oc is never too old to learn.
cupation was as clerk at the Big
Either shooting clay targets or
Store, where he was employed seven game in-the field, there is just ea.
years, the firm name changing five ough exercise to do good, not to say
times during his stay.
He next en anything about the fresh air you
tered the employ of G. A. Proctor, breathe.
whose business he purchased alter
Many ladies are afraid to start
working for him 11 months.
shooting on account of the gun kick
Aside from his business, Mr. Rowe ing.
If the gun. is heavy enough,
is
something of a joiner.
He is a not overloaded and fits you properly,
12 and 16 parea.... ................... . $1.50 per year ; }ia,ppy to return to this delightful
CaaiUiin, ikDiriean. C ao*« and Manama sab,
member cf tlie Rangeley F. B. church you will find little if any recoil, i
sciffipcion it caata etctra. Foreign subscription ]
and clerk of the sqme; president of would, however, suggest using a rub
c cents extra.
Miss Charlotte E. Lee of BrcokFranklin County Sunday School Asso ber recoil pad, fitted to the end of
-1
~~~~ line, Mass., has joined her friend,
ciation and supt. of the local Sun the stock.
1 heard a gentleman say
Sintered as second class matter. January 21. |Mrg j
jj Prince for a Stay of sev-j
1139. at tire postoffice at Phillips. Maine. u*ubr
day school.
He is also prominent a short time since that he was go
,\et of March 3. 1279.
! e r a 1 Weeks.
in fraternal circles, being a charter ing to buy his wife a 20-bore and
•=—
. ---- ------------------------------ ~ j Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Daniels ob
member of Kemankeag Lodge F. & start her at the traps.
He wouldn’t
T a - MUias Woods thoroughly covers the entire j W o r 0 e fl t e .r M aS fi.f w h o c a m e t h e fir s t
A. M., No. 213; Oquossoc Ledge K. ! think of using such a light gun him
State or Maine as to Hantiasr. Trapping. Camp-|
.
- ,
« e and Outing news, and the Franklin county Ot June on their wedding trip retui
of P.; Entwistle Lodge I. O. O. F.; Iself and he couldn’t have given her
|ed home this week.
o sally.
Gqucssoc Grange and Sons of Veter-j a worse handicap to begin with, tor
Rangeley,
May
29.—The
formal
Maine Woods solicits com aunications and risb
Sunday the followingparty came
He is also manager of Ever- i while a 20-bore is a pleasure to use
opening of 0. R. Rowe’s store, whiich ans.
Bb4 game photographs from ita readers.
across the country in their touring
Wih»a ordering the address o f your paper
on game in the field, a 12-gau.ge, fujj
had been undergoing repairs and al green cemetery and town treasurer.
Qhinsed. please, give the old as wed as nevs car from Bingham and dined here re
In June 1901, lie married Miss Ilda. choke (not less than 7 1-4 pounds),
terations for some few weeks past
turning that., afternoon:
Mr. and
a idress.
was opened to the public Friday and I-Iuntoon and they are both promin is what is needed fer trap Shooting.
Mrs. F. H. Preble, Mr. and Mrs. W.
circles,
Saturday, May 28 and 29. Many visit- ent in social and musical
At first you should have some of
T H U R S D A Y , J U N E 24, 1915.
E. Robinson, Colby W. and Allen P.
your gentlemen friends, who know
Robinson and they reported the roads
how it should be dene, give you
A S A LM O N G IV E S F R E E E X H IB IT excellent condition.
seme instructions.
If you do not
IO N .
| Messrs. H. B. Eastman, H.
A.
care to go to some gun club, have
-----------j Ward and Willis Hay of Portland on
him buy a hand-trap and throw the
(Contlnuee* from page one).
j their return from a
fishing trip
targets easy until you learn to break
Music was furnished by, the lead- j at Tim Pond registered h,ere Satursome and gain confidence.
As to
ing orchestra of Malden,
Brown’s , 1day and weht heme by the special
dress, something loose so that your
and not only did .the company have Sunday train.
every movement will be free; your
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Kennedy of
a happy stay but they did much to
shoes should have a low', flat heel, so
add to the happiness of the guests Boston while on a motor trip to this
as not to throw you forward.
The
at this hotel who regretted their de region tarried here several days this
hat should be wide enough to shade
parture.
week.
the eyes and fit snugly, but com
It was in 1902 the Commandery
Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Tunis of New
fortable on the head.
All
your
made their first pilgrimage to this York were greeted by many
old
clothing while at the trap should feel
hotel, and they came again n 1907 friends on their arrival last evening
part of yourself.
and as they said goodbye in 1915 ex and are looking forward to another
When you are going after a target,
pressed the wish to come again, and pleasant season at Rangeley.
Concentration means everything.
nowhere will they be more regally en
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Hubbard of
After the first few weeks you will
tertained or cordially greeted than at Newton, Mass., and Mrs.
Tennant
find yourself looking forward to your
the Rangeley Lake House.
Lee1 of Dedham, Mass., came by auto
afternoon at the gun club, where
The Sir Knights and ladies o,f this mobile on Monday, and no doubt Mr.
judging from my personal experien
STORE OF O. R. ROWE, RA[NGELEY.
delightful party were: Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard will as in toe past, make
ce I can safely say you will be a
G. F. Bradstreet, Mr. and Mrs. H. a good record fishing.
E. Abby, Miss Esther Abby, Mr. and
The many friends of Mrs. C. ' 0rs were welcomed during the two Mr. Rowe being ski Iful at both the welcome guest.—Annie Oakley in
Portland Press.
Mrs. Albert A mm arm, Miss A. W. Stevens and her brother, IV. W.
e,
and words of approval and com- piano and cornet.
They have one
Bradstreet, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. U. cf Maiden, Mass., who ror J ears ja,e mendations were heard cn every side
sen, Kenwocd.
it Hurts H er Feelings. •
Baner, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. M. Bail been annual comers Were happy t o j ^ the ma,ny changes.
bouThrough courtesy, perseverance and
Fond Parent to Teacher—“Pleas*
ey, Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Bowlby, Mr. srreet them with the Commandery and
,
„
,.
.
..
=
quets of carnations were in evidence industry he is able to occupy the don’t mark Alice’s examples wrong
and Mrs. A. E. Bliss, Mr. and Mrs. to have them linger a few days and I , , ,
,,
.
. , ,
u
and during, the afternoons
victrola place which he holds in the commun any more. She is so sensitive!”
E. C. Ball, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Bal renew old acquaintances.
!
.
y
„ ,
|concerts were given.
Every lady ity and liis many friends wish for
lard, Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Calkin, Mr.
Miss Rachel Marble |the charming;
.
. . .
He -is
„ A
was presented with, a dainty souv- him the best of success.
More in Silence.
and Mrs. F. E. Check, Mr. and Mrs. daughter of the Ihonse came Satur.
s
enir, an automatuc tape measure,
also something of an automobile en
A man who lives right, and is right,
Alfred Cast, Miss Beatrice
Cast, dav evening and is accompanied by j
. . , . ,
.. ,
, ...
*
,
The original lot on which the build thusiast and wdien the cares ->of bus has more in his silence than another
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Carroll, Master her friend, Miss Helen Berkenmeyer .
, , r
,
,
’
.
img now stands formerly
measured iness will permit enjoys long trips by his words.—Phillips Brooks.
A. Ashley Carroll, Master Richard S. of Portland, with whom Miss Marble j .
’
.
six rods on the street arid extended in his Buick car.
Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Chase, made the trip to Europe last year.
, .
, . ,
,,
_
,,
,
_r
„
,,
,i
„
„ T
t bark ten rods, but recently Mr. Rowe
Are You Too Fat?
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Carr, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Wm.. F. Lenord of
,,
. ,
„ .
.,
.
_
^
„
.. sold a lot 25 feet wide next the E. W H Y L A D IE S S H O U L D L E A R N TO
If you are too stout don’t take fat
Mrs. W. M. Corbun, Willis I. Foss, i Portland and Mr. and Mrs. G. Howard
.
.
■
,
SH O O T.
I
.
,
. 11. Herrick store to E. T. Hoar and
reducing medicines.
Cut down on
John F. Hawkridge, Mr. and
Mrs. i Harmon of New York, who came in
.
. . .
your diet, get out-of-door exercise, and
m T
T,
. tt
,, * I
, ’
,
. . . ! still has plenty of room.
W. J. Hobbs, Harry
A , Hall, Master i their touring car have bad
a jolly j
There are many reasons why lad you will assume normal lines and re
Hairry A. Hall, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. G. : good time this week.
They have |
years ago the bui ding was ies should go in for both trap and duce to normal weight. Avoid sweets,
A. Henneberry, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. j cast the fly on Quimby Pond and had j Placed on a cement foundation and field shooting.
After 31 years of eggs, cream, fat meats, and especially
James, Master Clifford E. James, the sport of landing more than 100 witl1 tlie recent improvements
Mr. nearly continuous shooting, I can potatoes.
Live mainly on lettuce,
atEverett L. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. C . Jtrout, motored to the different places
n0lW
one of
m(>st:
truthfully say I knew cf no other spinach, cabbage, lean meats, young
in
E. Kenniston, Jr., Mrs. Ellen E. Ken- ar^ danced and pla.y,ed bridge even-j *:rac^ ve anc^ up
^ate stores
recreation that will do so much to onions, celery, tomatoes, etc. Take
salted toast instead of bread and but
dall, W. S. Kaulback, Mr. and Mrs. |ings.
Tuesday morning Mr. Lenord, Franklin county.
wards keeping a woman in good ter. If you cease to give your body
The floor dimensions are 46
E E. Lccke, Mr. and Mrs. N. H. .who thought he was a swift runner,
health and perfect figure than a few fat-making foods you will cease cre>
Lyke, Wm. W. Dee, Mr. and Mrs. Iwith Miss Marble and Miss Berken- 40 and two floors are occupied by hours spent occasionally at trap ating fat cells. It is no trick to reducs
W. F. Medding, Mrs. C. P. Stevens,; meyer started for a race on
the this progressive young merchant in shooting, and as I am learning new if you practice self-denial.
The upper floor of
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Mil liken, Mr. an piazza.
It was fun for the lookers bis business.
Mrs. S. R. Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. T. i on as they cheered the ladies
who tli^ building lie kindly donates for
N. McKenzie, Master Nelson F. Me 'first reached the far end of
the the use of the Boy Scouts who have
Kenzie, Miss Florence Munsie, Mr. j piazza, and next time Mr.
Lenord fitted it up as a hall, where their
and Mrs. M. D. Munrie, Mr. and Mrs. j should not try to . take laurels from j meetings are held.
J. F. Neal, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Prior, the Maine girls.
j Besides a full lihe of dry goods,
DISAPPOINT------------ SUITS WHEN OTHERS DISAPPOINT■
Mr. and Mrs C. E. PrioL Mr. and I As Mr. Ledeliey theBrooklynang-; ladies’ and gentlemen’s furnishings,
Mrs. F. M. Perry, Miss Marion Per- ler has recorded several three and boots and shoes, he conducts an
unry, Miss Helen Perry, Mr. and Mrs. i four pound salmon this week,
and ! dertaking businesssucceeding G. M.
C. L. Parker, Edward H. Small, Mr. Mr. Skinner the Boston ang’ er comes j Carlton asundertaker twoyears
ago
and Mrs. S. M. Spencer, Mr. and in each evening with a smiling face, j last April.
The dry goodsbusiness
There's little comfort and no benefit
Mrs. W. T. Small man, Mrs. Jessie] there is no reason to doubt but what; was purchased seven years ago April
in drinking coffee you do not enjoy.
E. Tarr, Master Regeitcld W. Tarr, [the fishing continues good on th s .14 of G. A. Proctor.
Robert J. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. C. lake.
| The new store, as it almost seems
‘ ‘White House" is a brand of real coffee
F. WTliite, Arthur N. W e’ ster, Geo. | There is no little excitement among like, is much more convenient than
that is both enjoyable and beneficial. It
M. Weeks, Malden, Mass.; Frank O. j the fishermen over a wise old sal-j formerly, the petitions having been
is of the very highest and most perfect
Whittier, Everett, Mass.; Mrs. H. i mon who for a number of days- has j removed making cne large
room.
W. Davis, Boston; Mr. and Mrs. F. been giving a free exhibition of him-1 Hardwccd floors have been added,
auality; and has a flavbur that delights
P. Valpey, Lynn, Mass.; Ralph E. self down by the wharf near the also a steel ceiling.
The delicate
every "user. YOU REALLY NEED IT.
Brown, John Avery, John Moakley, stone station. There lie is, swim- 1green tint of the ceiling, the white
Lewis H. Carpenter, Hur e San^e’, ining nearby; now and then he j woodwork and oak frames of the
pwinell-Wright' Co.. Principal Coffee .Roaster*. Boston & Chicag
Melrose, Mass.; Charles W. Gardy, stops and it is said has winked at cases make a pleasing color combinMr. and Mrs. Fred Hobbs, Mr. and Mr. Ledeliey and others who have j aticn.
An 8-foot wall case with
Mrs. D. S. Huey, Thomas E. Herald, walked back and forth, cast all kinds j sliding doors for hats and a 9-foot
Edgar B. Herald, Miss Annie M. of flies, put extra big juicy angle wall case with 6-fcct sliding doors
Herald, Joseph C. Clapp,
Everett, worms in a tempting wiggling man- for dresses, are among the improveMass.; Mr. and Mns. Edw. Rose, ner on the hook d”opped them o er ments.
Six new silent
salesman,
West Somerville, Mass.; Mr.
and his nose, but net a rise or an nibble, |show cases, making a length of 38
Mrs. J. B.. Lord, Winchester, Mass.; while he is admired as he
swims feet give much added room for the
Dr. and Mrs. C. R. Hunt, New 'Bed nearby and guesses made from eight i attractive display of goods. The store
ford, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Fired T. to twelve pounds as to his weight, is well lighted, particularly from the
Hawley, Brookline, Mass.; Mr. and One man thought all tlie salmon was ; front, as the front is nearly all plate
Mrs. R. W. Crockett, Lewiston; Ed waiting for was the net, but just as glass.
The windows recently added
win W. Cox, H. E. Cook, Boston; they were sure of him away he dart-1 aggregating 280 square feet. A-icess
H. A. Gidney, Malden, Mass.
ed, then back again. Who lias the is gained by two large doers at the
During the last week there have skill and patience or the luck to land [front of the building,
been daily arrivals of those who this silver beauty and settle the j The electric light fixtures are sin, Here is a car of remarkable features.
Stylish,
have returned for another
season, question, ‘‘How much does
hejgle burnished brass holders.
Furand they will continue to come un weigh?”
nace heat is to he installed next speedy, handsomely finished, easy to operate, absolutely
til the place is crowded as never
“ Glad to see you back” is the way season.
reliable, and very economical in up-keep.
before.
the old patrons greet W. H. Martin
Owing to the extreme modesty of
Not a single feature lacking that enters into the
Dr. A. K. Curtis of Lisbon, N. H.,;'who is principal of Springfield Street the young proprietor it was not poswas here for the week-end.
school, Nashua, N. H., and for the sible to secure his picture to give make-up of a strictly high grade car.
Best quality equip
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Odingtcn of sixth season has returned to assist' with this sketch.
He is the son of
ment
throughout.
Always
pleased
to
demonstrate.
New York enjoyed a week’s stay.
Wim. S. Marble as clerk in the of- j Eben and Mary Ella McLaughlin
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Fowler of fice.
! Rowe and was born in Rangeley in
Washington, D. C., are now at home
Miss Jenittee Roseborough, a teachin their old rooms for another sea- er in DeLand, Fla,, will for the sumson.
mer be the governess for
Master
ISSUED WEEKLY
Outlook Cottage was opened last Morris, the little son, of Mr. and Mrs.
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. H. j Burrows at Rangemere Cottage.
Phillips, Maine
Castle of Philadelphia were heartily
Prof. Nehr of Princeton, N. J.,
welcomed and will the first of July ^ 4 family are at their cottage for
L- B. BKACK.EI L,
be joined by Dr. B. Franklin Stahl, another season
Business Manager
The Gilman Cottage is being put
who as for years past, will be the
in
readiness for ex-Goveraor Hughes
house physician.
OUTING EDITION
of New York.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Millard Kensler
pagea .............................................. f 1.00 per year
LOCAL EDITION
) are also Philadelphians who are
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good angler.
This week he caught could bring no other result. Assisting sportsmen of the Windy City.
place in order.
a number of trout and salmon that Capt. Bittel was Mr. John Turner,
The shooting cam© to a conclusion
When the steamer ‘‘Wm, P. Frye”
Qa« tent a word in advance. No headline or weighed from one to three
pounds one of the best rifle shots in the on Sunday, June 6, and the tourna came from the noon train at Bemis
other display. S u b jects in a. b. c, order
each.
State of Illinois.
ment will go down im' history as be to-day and stopped here with pas
Mrs. Frank C. King has returned
The program was a varied one ing the best that has ever been held sengers, mail and express, they had
FOR SALE— Wood saw outfits:
3
from a visit of several weeks at St. and included all kinds of shooting be in the Middle West.
on board Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gauth
H. P. coiiftjlete $85: 4^s H. P. $110:
Stephens, N. B.
ier and family of eight from Rumginning with the high school boy,
i H. P. $125: 6 H. P. $160. Guaran
A new flag pole 45 feet high lias taking in the civilian rifle shot, the ,
ford, who will remain until autumn
teed for five years.
28 inch saw
at Wildwood, their camp on
the
$5.50.
Other sizes in
proportion. this week been erected on the lake revolver enthusiast, the police, and j
shore and the red, white and blue last, hut not least, the ladies.
opposite shore of the lake, and the
Thirty days free trial.
Thorndike
j can be seen flying amid the trees
steamboat had in tow the scow orf
Machine Co.. Portland, Maine.
The range was an impromptu af
' f°r a long distance down the lake.
which Mr. Gauthier had the sup
fair, but it really proved to be a |
Clias. Kipp, who has been living
plies for camp, a cow, several crates
A competent housekeeper
wishes
permanent and practical arrangement.!
i °u the Rangeley road not far from
of hens, who kept busy laying eggs
to do general housework, in a small
Camp
Mountain. View, has decided to- locate About a dozen targets with trolley
on the way up, a pet Newfoundland
family.
Has a boy 13 years old
arrangement for sending and receiv-'
j
on the Cupsuptic stream and is builddog, a. piano, etc.
With their large
whom she wishes to take with her.
ing targets were used with much suc
i ing a home there.
Mr. Kipp and
garden, a motor boat to take them
Send answers to Mrs. George Allen,
cess.
his dog ‘‘Doc” spent much time rab
over the lake, the family are most
Wilton, Maine.
The bad weather rather dampened
(Special Correspondence.)
bit hunting last winter and killed
fortunate in having this summer
the start of the shooting, but with
The Birches,
Mooselookmeguntic home in the wilderness on Moose
Mail your Films for developing and over 100 during the season.
the
beginning
of
.good
weather,
the
G. W. Fanjoy lias just
returned
Lake, June’ 22.—This, one of the
printing to Leon A. Luce, the pho
first of the week, the shooting plat best known log cabin resorts, was lookmeguntic Lake.
from
guiding
Carl
Burroughs
of
Rumtographer, Farmington, Maine.
No |
form was crowded, afternoon
and not open until last week. The Is
waiting and the finest results obtain ford through the trail to Connecticut evening.
Lake.
Fanjoy
expects
several
par
land is now in all its wild beauty,
able.
Try us.
Among the noted rifle and revolv- the white birch trees look so clean
tie s to Camp Annis and said, “ I am
FOR SALE.—A Remington pump 30- as busy as a hen hauling wood these er men present was Col. W. . H. and silvery as the sun * sparkles
Whigham, president of the United through the green branches, it is
30 oal. high power, new, only fired days.”
[States
Revolver Association, who, in not surprising that cue of
the
four times last fall and I got the
Ithe writer’s presence,
recorded a city ladies recently remarked, ‘‘Oh,
deer.
Cost me $20 .00, will sell for
score of 97 out of the possible 100
w lovely!
You have had all those
$14.00.
C. F. Hussey, Portsmouth,
[with the revolver at 60 feet. It was trees washed and they do look so
N. H.
It must have been
a pretty bit of championship shoot- clean and white.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— Young,
so much work, but they do look so
sound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
Dame Nature surely does
With the arrival of Alfred P. Lane nice!”
(Special Correspondence.)
and light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Rosis.
from New York, interest in the re give everything about her places a
Upper Dam, June 21.—As the
volver shooting was quickened and a good cleaning, and prefers to wash steamboat was coming across
the
FOR SALE— Light Concord
riding
number
of prominent shooters came her own trees.
lake from Bemis from the evening
wagon.
D. F. Field, Phillips, Me.
The first guests were a Boston train to-day, Captain
to the range solely with the object in
McCormick
view of watching Mr. Lane perform. bridal couple, Mr. and Mrs. G. Wil- said, ‘‘This is a good night for deer”
(S p ecial Correspondence.)
It will be recalled that Mr.
Lane j hams, who spent their honeymoon and sure^enough there were two deer
The Barker,
Mooselookmeguntic was the only contestant in the Olym- Ln Camp Stay-a-While.
not far away swimming for the shore
____ _ ____________________ Lake, June 18.— “ The Barker famIt is most pleasing to welcome and just before Black Point
pic games of 1912 who won
thr6e
was
no" nu,ml3©rs 30 an(l each day gold medals and who now holds the Mrs. R. S. Green of West Orange,
,
they are coming and soon there will championship of the world for re N. J., after an absence of several reached one of the city ladies ex
claimed, ‘‘What is that walking abe a crowded house.
The weather volver shooting.
iyears.
Mrs. Green is accompanied long the shore.
It doesn’t look big
is illeal alld the fishing has been
Mr. W. P. Northcott, one of the |by her daughter, Miss Rena Y. and enough to be a cow?” and without
Ifine.
prominent local shooters, demonstrat-1 sen, Master David E.Green, 3rd., and
This week’ s record tells that O. ed his ability to shoot the revolver i her sister, Miss Eugenia R. S-ea-bury. even a smile one of the guides an
deer
A. Fuller cf Providence,\R. I., • all in championship form by taking a They have made “ Camp Mischief” swered, ‘‘Oh, that is a wild
taking a walk for his health,” and
by himself caught a 6 1-4
pound .high place in several of the matches. Imost attractive,
when we got over here to the Dam
salmon on Monday.
Sergt. Wernefr, of the Chicago poMrs. Stone Benedict and daughter, the ladies had been watching two
(S pecial Correspondence.)
B H. Spencer of~ _Bethel,
’with
g^ot very well in the pocket Miss Clare Benedict of New York,
deer feeding on the point below the
Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic [ Charles Pynn guide, records two sal- revolver matches.
who were at Poland Springs made a pool, and I thought the Captain was
Lake, June IS.— Everyone onf the Is- men weighing 3 1-4 pounds and 4
Probably the most prominent rifle short stay here this week and were right, and that it was a good night
land is offering congratulations and pounds.
man present from the Middle West, so much pleased with these camps for the dear city ladies to watch
most happy over the return of the j Dr. M. T. Hopper, Brooklyn, N. was Mr. C. T. Westergaard,
who and the life on the Island they Pla n |t]ie Maine deer at home on the lake
hostess o f these camps, Mrs. Weston Y., Harry Nelson guide, also has t w o ^ ^ g among tbe f oremc-st in Scheut- to return for a longer stay.
^shore
U. Toothaker, who on Monday came good salmon to his credit, one 3 l-2 jzen r jfje shooting in that section. Mr.
One of the parties who have spent j Qeo B Goodwin> o.ne 0f the formfrom Boston, where she underwent a
pounds and a 6-pounder.
! westergaard is a wonderful off-hand many happy days here, and are g la d ly
g Qf Brewer and his wif6 are
severe surgical operation, from which
Mrs. B a m e th o f Watertown, N.
Y-,
ranks
with t,heforemost
to come back are Mr. and Mrs. J. here for a ten days’ stay.
she is fast returning to perfect ' Ernest DeMeiirett guide, caught a 3- riflemen in America.
His ability to F. Hill of Cambridge, Mass.,
and
C. B. Stevens of Havana,
Cuba,
health.
'<3-4 pound salmon.
shoc-t in the sitting and lying down friends, Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Crapser and his brother, A. T. Stevens of
After
a
three
weeks’
s ta y 1 W. B. Yeung of Norwich, Conn., positions was well demonstrated by of Brookline, Mass., who have Rob
Montclair, N. J., are for the first
R. H. Lombard of Portland, returned j with Gard Hinkley guide, caught a his high score for the Individual in’s Nest camp.
Their guides are time trying the fishing in these
home Friday, having had the best 4 3-4 pounder, also one 4 1-2 pounds Championship of Chicago-.
David Haines and Ernest Godwin and
Wm. Allen, B. F. Ream and John
outing ever. Mr. Lombard had fine and one 3 pounds and his sen, E.
Another of the rifle shooters of they are having good fishing.
Mr. A. Hohn of Johnstown, Penn., who
fishing and during his stay landed a Lewis Young with Charles Record note was Mr. Walter Wolff, of the Hill with a 4*4 pound salmon
is came last week have been joined by
number o f trout and salmon weigh- guide, one 3 1-2 pounds.
Centennial Rifle and Revolver Club, high line.
M. Nahant of the same city. Their
Mrs. B. W . Gage of Brooklyn, N. who has den© so-me very fine shoot
ing three and four pounds each, and
Another Boston June bridal couple, guides are Frank Philbrick and'Leon
when he went home had a box o f 15 Y., has a pair of salmon, 3 pounds ing in the Short Range League Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Davenport, are
Mclntire.
Mr. Allen is a fly fisher
each to her credit and her husband matches, both indoors and outdoors. now at home in Camp
pounds to take to his friends.
Hiawatha. man, hut this is the first experience
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. R. Haymes of also one of 3 pounds.
A^’ ong the ladies, the honors for They have been over the lake in a
W. J. Upson of Bethel Inn, Bethel, high score rested between Mrs. Bit motor boat, taken walks around the he has had in this famous pool
Yarmouth and Mr. and Mrs. S. E.
Doten of Portland were a pleasant with Levi Dow guide, brought in two ted and Mrs. Wolff. -These ladies island and, when the wind goes down known the world over among anglers
and during the last four days he has
party who were here for the weeh- salmon, 3 1-2 pounds each.
were the center of interest and their will try their luck catching the trout
had the pleasure and excitement of
end and found good fishing.
Mrs.- Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Cohen of ^
_
good shooting was the subject of fav- and salmon.
landing six record salmon from theHaynes landed a 3-pound
salmon, Providence, R. I., are for their first j oraPj e comment
Prof. E. Goodridge of St. Mark’s
They weigh
which, after they got him
on the time enjoying severalweeks oi log | High school beys
were much
in School, South borough. Mass., who in j pool with small flies.
3 pounds, 14 ounc
wharf broke the line.
A string of 1cabin life.
They motored from their evjdence throughout the shooting, in- 1914 caught the largest -salmon of ar ed as follows:
five trout, weighing frem
two to home via Portland.
dlcating that Chicago is
gradually guest at The Birches, a 7-pounder, •es; 3 pounds, 10 ounces; 3 pounds,
three Dotmds each they had totake
Coming in theirtouring car from , awakeniEg to
the fact that rifle arrived
Saturday for an extended i 3 ounces; 4 pounds, 2 ounces;
pounds, 13 ounces; and 5 po-una^
home with them.
Cleveland, Ohio, B. A. Upson
and shooting may some day become
a stay
The fishing in Toothaker Cove for j valet, accompanied by his s i b t e r * j part of the schoolboy’s education.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Bradford of 13 ounces, and he is after one of
the last two weeks hasbeen unusual- Mrs. F. H. Rose and sen,
Burton
It was the writer’s privilege
to Auburn have taken Camp
Comfort thoSe ‘‘bi£ f l o w s ’’ that oftenshow
ly good.
Rose reached here Thursday and will raeet, f0r the first time, a number of for a feW days, and with
Charles themseIves in thepool.
After this
---- •_in-r.—*
. . . revolver
.
*
Last evening in the parlor there spend, ten days
Poett Lodge cabin. itPe prominent pistol,
and.I Turner guide, have
already a 5y2 the Pennsylvania gentleman can be
was a merry gathering, who, after an It is their first visit to tne Range- rifle shooters of the Middle West, poUnd salmon to their credit, which counted among the “ Dam pool fly
casters,” and his friend, John * A.
hour of whist, sat around the open leys and they are much pleased with and, without any mental reservations, is being mounted by H. L. Welch.
Ho-bn has taken his first record from
can say that these men are good
fire, toasted marshmallows, told s-tor- the region.
Among the old-timers who will
ies and sung songs.
Each guest reMr. and Mrs. W. L. Tay-oi cf Wei sportsmen in every sense of
the soon be back are Mr. and Mrs. Cbas. the p° o1’ a 3-polmflceived a cute birch bark card
with lesley, Mass., have returned for an- WOrd.
W. Gardiner, Mr. and Mrs. Hampton , James C' DouS,,erty- «■« Syracuse,
other season at one ot tlie
camps t ,he arrangements for handling theiTodd, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Farring- N- Y- fly f's l|ermaI1, who opened the
their name in rhyme.
shooting were superb, and too much ton, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Platten, Mr. record for 1915 is keeping up his
Thomas O . Rogers of Boston, who I031 the lake shone.
Dancing in the casino evenings i praise cannot be bestc-wed upon Capt. and Mrs. T. N. Richardson, Mr. and reputation and has this week recordis spending the summer on the Is
continued on page eight).
—a thorough gentleman and a
land takes a trip in his motor boat adds to the pleasure of the guests. [
Mrs. F. W. Wheeler and their fam
Picnics are now in order and ex- gocd sportsman.
The committee is ilies.
almost every day to Ilafnes Landing.
T. A. Quinn cf the same city, with, curs ions in all directions when the to be congratulated upon initiating
The clerk who will greet the old
a series c-f rifle shooting matches patrons for another season is Wm.
Carl Wharf* guide, is becoming a days are pleasant.
which should greatly stimulate the Myers and Mrs. Myers is to have
P U T T IN G
C H IC A G O
ON
THE |sport of shooting in Chicago and its charge of the dining room.
S H O O T IN G M A P.
MAPS OF MAINE
vicinity.
Other large centers might
Miss Lillian V. Mare-ton of Auburn
well emulate the example set by the after an absence of several years
'RESORTS AND ROADS
By A1 Blanco.
is back in the postoffice and will
One of the b e s t indoor rifle and
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
also keep the books.
revolver
shooting
competitions
which
for maps o f the fishing region? o f the
William F. Nye is the great
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Brown,
who
state, etc. W e can furnish the follow has taken place in the Middle West
est
authority on refined oils in the
Of an Occasional Trip to
are so much liked among the guests
ing maps:
in recent years was the Second An
world.
He was the first bottler; has
Franklin County
are
again
in
charge
of
the
laundry
.50 nual Rifle and Revolver Tournament
Somerset County
the largest business and N Y O I L
and
many
a
city
lady
brings
her
.5
f
of
the
Sportsmen’s
Club
of
America,
Oxford County
.50 held at the White City Stadium, Chi Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the dainty hand embroidered gowns for
is the best oil he has ever made.
Piscataquis County
Aroostook Coun/ty
them to make look like new. >
cago, from May 29th to June 6th.
N Y O IL
,
.50
Washington CnunW
The gardner is Fred Calden of
While the shooting matches were
l.fK
Outing map o f Maine, 20x35 in
HAS NO EQUAL.
.H5 directly under the auspices of the Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a ' PhmiPs and soon the big Strawberry
Geological map of Maine
.HF Sportsmen’s Club of America, in con
Beware of scented mixtures called
Home During1Your Stay.
[patch will have more than one b-ushR. R. map of Maine
oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
.3f
Androecoggin County
nection
with
the
Second Annual Positively the Only First-Class Modern Iel of the delicious berries ripe for where a light oil is needed. It pre
Cumberland County
House
In
the
City,
With
All
Conven
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
.50 Sportsmen's Carnival, the competi iences Including Hot and Cold Running picking each day, and the “ garden
Hancock County
tion.
tions belonged to- the Chicago Sh.oot- Water and Local and Long Distance sass” will be ready at an early date
Keimohec County
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
to supply the table and the long row^s
Kpflx County
,
_
your firearms and your rod. You will
.36 ir,pr Association and the Illinois State Telephone in All Rooms.
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
find it bv far the best. Hardware and
Just a step from Monument Square of sweet peas will be in blossom.
.5o Revolver Association.
Penobscot CoUrify
Birch Point Lodge has been leased sporting goods dealers sell it in large
The
leading
spirit,
and
the
man
re
Restaurant
C
onnected.
Rates
Reasonable.
Waldo County
Take the "Jitn ey” or Munjoy Hill car f.om tc- Dr. and Mrs. John H. Rose
.35 sponsible for the success of
of bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
the Union
York Counfcy
Station.
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
Hartford, Conn., and their supplies
tournament, for a success it certain
European Plan Only, Pates $1.00 and up.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
have come and Jim Stewart their
W BRACKETT 00., ly proved to be, was Capt. Edward
WM F. NYE,
guide,
expects the Doctor in a few
Bittel, wdiose indefatigable efforts to H. E. TH URSTO N.
R. F. HIMMELEIN.
New Bedford, Mass.
days and is hustling to have
the
Phillips)
Maine. make the tournament successful
P rop rietors.

C LA SSIFIE D

BRIDAL PARTY
FIRST GUESTS

Owners of Wildwood
for Uje Summer.

Arrive

. ALLEN LANDS
RECORD SALMON

Mr. Palmer Has Net Lost’ His Skill
As an Angler.

GUESTS GETTING
GOOD FISHING
First Visit to the Rangeleys,
“ Barker Family” Numbers 26.

GOOD FISHING IN
TOOTHAKER COVE iIy”

Hostess of These Camps at Home
Again— Parties Have Fish to
Take Home.

J s ll 0 t a n d

THE PLEASURE ,

5<

.56

.36
.36
.36

. 3h

J.

5PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE
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Greenville, chairman; Edgar E. Har
SPORTSMEN WILL
low, Rockwcod; James Findley, Kin finest jackets that can be procured.) lines.
The association also desires to ex- away to a segregated pen.
Second, book of flies valued at $5
The program which has been ar presented by the S. L. Crosby Co., press its appreciation of the gener
MEET AT KINEO eo.
osity of the following
companies, |
ranged for the Events is as follows: Bangor, Me.
Duluth, Minn.

(This is one of the j “ Kingfisher”

brand

braided

silk but finally the great golden
was captured, and borne

fellow

struggling

\

Predict Big Outing, Large Increase
in Membership Past Year

Event 4— M otor Boat Race

Thursday.

clubs and individuals who have help
ed make the meet a success by their
donations cf prizes:
The
Maine
Central Railroad; Hall &
Knight
Hardware Co., Lewiston; Rice & Mil
ler Co., Bangor; Berry Paper Co.,
Lewiston; J. H. Stetson Co., Lewiston; The Oldtown Cano^ Company,
Oldtown; B. N. Morris, Canoe Build
er, Veazie; The Dunham-Hansom Co.,
Bangor; The S. L. Crosby Co., Ban
ger; The William Tell Club; Col.
John CasweLl, New York City; Col.
J. J. Dooley, Portland; Col. C. A.
Judkins, Kineo; Col. C. H. Osgood,
Lewiston; w . G. Hill, Portland; H.
B Estes, Auburn; G. M. Parks, Prov
idence, R. I.; W. Edward Fennell,
Boston Rifle & Revolver Club; Harry
R. Marshall, Boston Rifle & Revolv
er Club.

B IR D S

LET

US

L f , E.

M ake Existence Possible by Destroy

ing the Insects.
Motor Boat Race open to all motor
boats on Moisehead Lake. Distance,
Birds live to eat.
It is Lucky for
handicaps, etc., to be arranged by
The New Mt. Kineo House on
men they do, for if the birds did not
the committee on day of race.
Friday.
Mooseliead Lake will be the scene
breakfast men would ^lot dine. Some
by
PRIZE— Silver cup presented
of the 20th annual outing of the
years ago a French scientist told the
Forenoon, beginning at 8.30: The the Association.
Maine Sportsman’s Fish and Game
world that af all the birds should
Association, Thursday, Friday and l long range matches will be shot off.
suddenly die, man would have only
Event 5— Fly Casting Match
Matches No. 1-2-3-4-5-6, to be con
Saturday, July 1, 2, 3.
a year’s life left to him. The French
It will be the biggest outing the tinued into afternoon if necessary.
man proved his point to the satisfac
association has ever held; because
Distance fly casting match open to
Afternoon, beginning at 2.30; water
tion of other scientists, but laymen
there has been a great demand to go sports.
Double canoe race. Swim all members.
laughed and the usual proportion of
PRIZE— Bristol Steel Fly Rod with
to Kineo this year; because the mem ming match. Single canoe
race.
them kept on killing.
bership of the association, is the Motor
agate guides and tip, made and pre
boat race.Fly
casting
It has always been my belief that
largest in its history and because the matches.
sented by Horton Manufacturing Co.,
the sin of bird prosecution had its
program is the best yet arranged.
Evening, at 8.00; meeting of asso Bristol, Conn.
beginning with the other sin in the
The membership at the present ciation at hotel.
Dancing and cards.
Garden.
Adam probably saw a rob
time is 570.
This figure shows an
Event 6— Guides Fly Casting Match
in
picking
away at a cherry .and in
increase of 130 over last year.
The
Saturday.
\
stantly said, “ The bird is a thief.”
outing is not for members only, as
Distance fly casting match open
very likely saw a scarlet
G O LD E N
pheasant
w en t
o n And Eve
Forenoon, beginning
at 9.00; the to all guides.
everybody is welcome.
tan age r sunning itself, and straight
W AR PATH.
Col. John J. Dooley of Portland short range matches will be
shot
PRIZE— $5 in gold presented by
way coveted its plumage.
So it is
who is as familiar with the handling off.
Matches 7-8-9-10-11.
Col. John Caswell, New York City.
Licked All Its Companions and F in that the hand of man*and the head
of shoots as any man in New Eng
tAfternocn, beginning at 2.30;
of woman have been raised against
ally Captured A fte r
a Hard
land, will act as chief range officer matches 12-13-14 and all other unfin
Bring Your Fishing Tackle
the bird ever since.
Struggle.
and will have full charge, while Billy ished events.
Why should not a robin or a cedar
Hill of Portland will have charge of
Evening, at 8.00; presentation of
/
’
To the lady catching the largest
A contest so blood thirsty that for bird or a catbird or any other bird
the trap shooting.
Mr. Hill
will prizes and dancing.
square tailed trout during the three
give an exhibition of fancy and trick
days cf the meet will be given a a few" moments it had the big Eur eat an occasional cherry? Their din
Shooting.
Shooting Events.
beautiful silver cup presented by Col. opean furors looking comparatively ners of cutworms, caterpillars and
tame was staged in the Maine State other things noxious make
cherry
The prize list includes rifles, re
C. H. Osgood of Lewiston.
exposition
arena
Saturday
afternoon.
dessert
their
due.
•
peating shotguns, revolvers, automa
To the lady catching the largest
The shooting events with matches
How much does, a bird eat? Take
tic pistols, silver cups, medals, hunt
trout, salmon or togue during
the The hero, or rather one should say
open to members only, follow":
the
villain,
of
this
particular
episode
the
robin as an example.
It eats
ing coats, fishing rods, hunting kniv
Match 1—One hundred yard slow meet will he given a split bamboo
was one of the largest of the golden at certain seasons c f the year about
es, fishing lines, and a variety of
rod
presented
by
William
G.
Hill
fire with entry fee; prizes, rifle and
and
pheasants which have been attract doube its weight in insects
sporting equipment in
addition to
of Portland.
hunting knife.
ing so much admiring comment. Ear worms every day.
A man, in order
many cash, prizes.
To
the
lady
catching
the
second
2—
Guides’ and Wardens’ Match; n
Black ly in the afternoon this particular to satisfy an equally well-developed
entry fee; five shots; team making largest fish, a “ King-fisher”
about
bird developed pugilisitc symptoms. appetite, would have to eat
Association O fficers.
greatest number of hits will hold Wonder line presented by E. J. Mar
He made unwarranted attacks upon 300 pounds of food all told at his
tin’s
Sons,
Rockville,
Conn.
honor of moving target championship
denizens three daily meals.
To do this he
President—Robert J. Hodgson, Lew
To the gentleman catching
the several of the feathered
for one yearj prizes, rifle and two
of tlie pen, and in each individual would need to be thirty feet tall, ten
iston.
largest
trout,
salmon
or
togue
during
pair canoe paddles.
Secretary-Treasurer —Roland C.
the meet will be given a steel rod instance succeeded in completely feet thick from front to back and
3—
'One hundred yard prone; five
cowing his victim.
Then the in about five feet across tlie shoulders.
Whitehouse, Auburn.
shots, entry fee; prizes, silver cup, presented by The J. H. Stetson Co.,
trepid gentleman began his attacks
The bird’s dinner hour begins at
Vice Presidents—Daniel I. Gould,
Lewiston.
pair golf stockings.
upon
the
entire
group
as
a
unit.
He
sunrise
and ends an hour after sun-,
Bangor; H. W. Ricker, Poland; C.
the
4—
Rapid fire match, entrance fee;To the gentleman catching
made a series of sweeping onslaughts set.
Any legislation looking to the
C. Wilson, Auburn; J. J. Pooler,
second
largest
fish,
a
“
Kingfisher”
five shots, 100 yards; prizes, rifle an
Portland; Charles A. Hill, Belgrade;
De Luxe enamel line presented by whose fierceness it was impossible to shortening of its hours of labor,
thermos bottle.
As fast as a single phea which are coincident with its hours
Daniel F. Field, Phillips;
Stanley
E. J. Martin’s Sons, Rockville, Conn. withstand.
5—
G. M. Parks cup match; five
sant would break away from the oth of eating, would bring famine. All
Bisbee, Rumford; William F. Camp
shots slow .fire, 100 yards, entrance
ers and attempt to fly from the dan the song birds and all the
silent
bell, Cherryfield; Charles H. Fogg,
Young Folks Prize
fee prize, silver cup.
ger zone he would turn his attention birds give their service to man, and
Houlton; L. P. Swett, Bangor; W il
6—
Col. John Caswell match; for
the they ask no pay for it except to be
bur T. Emerson, Augusta.
To the boy or girl under 16 catch to that individual, neglecting
guides only, slow fire; five shots, no
other birds for an instant, but al let alone.—Country Gentleman.
Directors—J. Putnam Stevens, Port
ing
the
largest
fish
of
any
kind
dur
entry fee; prize, silver cup.
land; A. H. Shaw, Bath; C. A. Jud
ing the meet will be given a Brow ways be kept his weather eye out
7—
W. G. Hill match, for guides
kins, Kineo; F. E. Jorgensen, Hay
nie
No. 2 Camera, presented
by for any evidences of insurrection in
and wardens only; prize to be an
the ranks, and darted with lightn
wood; Albert Greenlaw, Eastport;
Berry Paper Co., Lewiston, Me.
nounced.
ing rapidity upon the group if there
Blaine S. Viles, Augusta; T. S.
8—
D. M. Parks match of 10 shots,
seemed a possibility of attack.
Burns, Westbrook.
The Card Prizes
22 rifle, 50 yards.
Prize, large en
Executive Committee—Harry
B.
Humanitarian exhibitors at -the
graved silver cup; second, 500 rounds
Austin, Phillips; Charles P. Cray,
nearby booths, anxious to protect
ammunition.
Special ladies' prize
Several pieces of pillow tubing and the other birds from any serious |
Fryeburg; Charles A. Judkins, Kineo
HEase up that stiff gun of yours with 3-in-Onel
of a silver medal.
kPuts smooth-as-velvet action into hammer,
duck
have been presented by the harm, called the attention of those j
Charles B. Carter, Auburn; John F.
trigger, break-joint, magazine. Prevents
9—
Ladies’ rifle match; prizes, first
Continental Mills, Lewiston, Me., for in charge of the game exhibit to th e ,
rust, leading, pitting.
Sprague, Dover.
bronze findrh silver cup, second prize, ladies’ prizes in the card events.
3-in-One Oil
unique contest which was waging,
same.
\
kgives long life to guns. Good sportsmen
Rules will be made at the meet;
and the keepers entered the pen to '
Outing Committees.
^useit. Youtryit! Allstores in 10c,25c.
10—
Rapid fire pistol and revolve
50c bottles, and self-sealing Handy
bear out the warlike bird. It proved j
, Oil Cans, 25c. Avoid substitutes.
match. Prizes, first, revolver; sec
Special Ladies’ Medals
\
a far from easy matter to capture
Shooting—Chief
range
officer,
FREE-Sample and Use Dictionary.
ond, 25 per cent, of entrance fees.
him, however, for big series of vict
Lieut. Col. John J. Docley, Portland.
% 3-is-Ona Oil Co., j24 NewSt.N.Y.
11—
Slow fire pistol and revolverTwo special silver medals are of
ories had made him decidedly chesty, J
Range officers, Dr. D. W. Wentworth,
match.
Prizes, first, automatic re fered, one to the lady making the
Sanford; Lieut. Ernest M. Sylvester,
volver; second, 25 per cent, of en highest aggregate score in the lad
Bangor; Wm. G. Hill, Portland; Ed.
mm
trance fees.
ies’ rifle match and ladies’
pistol
Lowell, Haines Landing; Henry John
12—
Ladies’ pistol and revolver
and revolver match, presented by Mr.
son, Kineo.
match.
Prizes, first, lady’s revolv W. Edward Fennell of the Boston
Entertainment—Daniel I. Gould,
er, with special silver modal
for Rifle & Revolver Club, and on 6 to
Bangor, chairman; Chas. A. Judkins,
highest aggregate score.
the lady making the highest score
Kineo; Ghas. B. Carter,
Auburn;
13—
Clay pigeon match.
Prizes,
in the D. M. Parks match, present
Geo. E. Cooley, Kineo.
first, Remington shotgun; second, 25 ed by Mr. Harry R. Marshall of the
WTater Sports — Howard Wood,
per cent, of entry fees; third, 10 per Boston Rifle & Revolver Club.
Conducts a first class job printing department
cent, of entry fees.
14—
Col. John J. Dooley trophy. To
To the Donors of Prizes
the member having the highest ag
which specializes on Cainp and Hotel work
gregate score in matches, 1, 3, 4, 8,
The Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and
19 and 11, w-ill be given a handsome Game Association desires to express
silver trophy presented by Col. John its indebtedness to the following
J. Dooley of Portland.
manufacturers, who this year and in
years past have helped make the out
W ATER EVENTS
ings a success by generous donations
for prizes.
We would ask members
Event 1— Double Canoe Race >
to keep in mind that these firms are
leaders in their respective lines, and
Double Canoe Race, tw'o men in a that they are liberal donors to this
canoe, distance twro miles, open to association, and as such are entitled
all.
Must be at least three canoes to especial consideration: The Win
entered.
chester Repeating Arms Go.,
New
PRIZE—To each man in the win Haven, Conn., manufacturers of rif
\ ning canoe will be given an order les, shotguns and small arms ammu
for $10 on some sporting goods store. nition; The Marlin Firearms
Co.,
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
($20 in all).
Presented by
the New Haven, Conn., repeating rifles
Tell
Maine Central Railroad Company.
and shotguns. Ideal Reloading Tools;
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., Chico
Event 2— Swim m ing Match
pee Falls, Mass., rifles, shotguns, pis
tols; Savage Arms Co., Utica, N. Y.,
William Tell
dummies and prices on request.
Swimming match, distance
100 “ Savage Quality” firearms; Harring
yards, open to all.
At least four ton & Richardson Arms Co., Worces
to
enter.
ter, Mass., firearms
manufacturers;
Milled by a special process,
PRIZES—First, $5 in gold;
sec- Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co.,
William Tell goes farther. More
loaves to the sack in addition to
ond, $3 in gold.
Boston, Mass., manufacturers, import
wonderful bread making qualities.
ers, wholesalers and retailers
of
Event 3— Single Canoe Race
sporting goods; F. A. Patrick
&
Co., Duluth,
Minn., Patridk-Duluth
Single Canoe Race, distance
one Bigger-Than-Weather sporting
gar
mile, open to all.
At least three ments; Hotrton Manufacturing
Co.,
to enter.
Bristol, Conn., makers of
Bristol
PRIZES—First, a Patrick-Duluth Steel Fishing Rods and rod mount
Bigger-Than-Weather sporting jacket ings; E. J . Martin’s Sons, Rockville,
6. H. McKenzie Trading Co.,
presented by F. A. Patrick & Co., Conn., designers and makers of
Phillips, Maine.

Thursday evening,dancing
cards at the hotel.

and

Limberjoints

MAINE W O O D S

W h y n o t le t u s H e lp
you

w itH
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a d v e r tis in g ;?

Nothing Better

than bread and butter —
when the bread ia made
from W iliam
Flour.
Nothing more wholesome,
either, or a better food for
growing children, because
is made from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
richest in nutritive value.

William Tell
Flour

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

M AINE
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Tips
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A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

M A IN E , J U N E 24, 1915.

bore.
The chcke depends for its
effect upon the sudden jamming to
gether of the shot just as it leaves
the muzzle.
3. Does buck shot injure a choked
barrel?
Ans. Any standard factory loaded
buckshot load may be used in a full
choke shotgun without injuring the
barrel.
4. Will the 38-55 Model 1894 rifle
shoot the 38-55 hi-power cartridge?
Ans. Yes.
5. I have had a .22 repeater now
for seven or eight years and have
kept fairly good care of it, but al
though it still shoots good the empty
cartridge sticks in the barrel.
How
do you account for this?

7

memt in that section of Everytown.
Saloons, pay dances, pool, billiards,
cards, theatres and moving pictures.
About the only organized sports are
baseball and bowling-—no golf, ten
nis, bridge, motoring, track athletics
or other "dude” pastimes.
Most of the people down there—
and especially the other young' people
—find the saloons, theatres and danc
es sufficient for their needs.

System atic Practice.
But these lads are thinkers,
In
their way they have sized up the
staple amusements of the town, and
The boy or man who takes up rifle
decided that there isn’t good value practice systematically, with
safe
for time and money in
drinking, arms and ammunition, under proper
dancing or shows.
So they have instruction, is following a sport that
Ans. You have
probably used looked around for something more to is study, and a study that is sport.
smokeless powder until some slight their own taste, and the result is Its elements of character
building
pitting has occurred in the chamber. the Rifle Club of Everytown.
are very definite.
The cartridge at the moment of ex
plosion expands into these pits and
Rifle Club of Everytown.
Summary of Good Points By a New
prevents easy extraction. Take the j
York Boy.
matter up with the manufacturers ofj The Rifle Club of Everytown has
ti e rifle and they may be able t o : taken a haphazard shooting gallery
Here is a summary of the good
repolish the barrel and chamber so j and organized it according to its points of rifle practice, written by a
that the action will again work own ideas.
Two nights a week it New York high school boy:
smoothly.
j hires part
t]ie gan©ry
shoots
Rifle shooting develops us physical
C. f 1. W., Polo, 111.
|fc-r scores in a constructive way.
ly.
First, it trains the eye- which
Do you know how far any or all j
is an important factor in our physi
bullets from revolvers or rifles will |
R if|e Shooting Appeals,
cal welfare.
It strengthens
the
go extreme range?
I have shot .22 |
muscles of the arm. This is evident
short 70 rods and hit a board.
Rifle shooting appeals to these from the fact that the rifleman must
Ans. A .30-30 rifle has maximum young fellows.
It calls for judgment hold a gun weighing several pounds
range of 9700 ft._ The Government and steady nerves.
A rifle is an at arm’s length for
coiqparative’ y
Springfield rifle sheets about 3 miles. instrument of precision, and even a
long stretches of time. Lastly, it is.
Revolvers, considerably less.
small calibre bullet, fired on a min healthful in that it takes us out of
iature range, offers problems in bal doors.
listics.
Its power as a mental developer
When a young man begins shoot is easily seen.
It takes a great deal
ing, he stops drinking and the use of science to shoot a gun properly.
of tobacco, usually, because he wants The participant must know bow to
his eyesight and nerves and muscles lift the gun, how to sight it and
E V E R Y - ' iD the best possible shape. He learns when to pull the trigger. In outdoor
R IF L E C L U B
OF
THE
! to be very careful with a gun, load- shooting still mere is involved. We
. TOW M .
________
led cr unloaded.
He follows
rifle must take the- wind into considera
Here are scone facts about a group |matches with keen interest.
His tion.
Tables tell us how much al
of young men in Everytown, which j Patriotism is aroused when the Amer- lowance to make for winds at dif
is a little tNew England factory j ican team wins over all countries, as ferent rates of speed and angles, but
place, but might be anywhere in the il did in 1912 at the Olympic games we cannot stop to make mathemati
in Sweden, or goes across the bor cal calculations before every shot—
United Spates.
This town is doubtless much like der and carries off the Canadian instead, we must use our own judg
your own, and so you have the same trophy, cr outshoqts everybody else ment as to the change in the rate
at the Pan-American match in Argen of speed of the wind, or its angle.
sort of material right at heme.
tine.
Of all the mental training
which
There must be about two dozen

R. B. 1., Fillmore, N. Y.
j any distance at all.
All bullets be1. Is a .22 long rifle, smokeless, ■gin to drep as soon as they leave the
as powerful as the .32 long?
muzzle of the rifle.
Ans. No; the .22 long rifle cart
ridge has a muzzle energy of 86 ft. W. A. M., Lorain, O.
lbs. and the .32 long has a muzzle
I would appreciate it very much if
energy of 274 ft. lbs.
Iyou would give me a little informat
2. Will a .22 long rifle cartridge ion in regard to the .35 calibre selfkill woodchucks and the like at 200 Iloading rifle.
yds.?
1. What is the extreme range cf
Ans. Yes, but it would be neces j the .35 calibre self-loading and kLMsary to hit a vital spot.
Iing range, penetration and foot lbs.?
3. Will blanks and BB caps harm
Ans. The muzzle velocity of this
cartridge is 1452 and the muzzle ena .22 rifle?
Ans. BB caps are bad for a rifle Iergy 842 ft. lbs. Range for accurand it is o f course foolish to shoot ! acy is 2 to 300 yds.
2. My .35 calibre is a 1905 model
blank cartridges in a .22
calibre
and the rear sight has six notches
rifle.
4. Does the .25 rim Tire have a in it. There is no scale on the
What does each notch mean?
great deal more power than the .32 ; sight.
Ans. The American manufacturers
and .22 calibres?
Ans. The .25 rim fire has a muz ! do not mark the range on their
You will have to try it out
zle energy of 208 ft. lbs., which plac sights.
es it between the two other cartrid for yourself.
3. I am going to get a .38 Colt
ges you mention.
What is the bet5. Hew far will 32-20 and 25-20 1Special revolver.
! ttr, the 7 1-2 or the 6-incli barrel?
rifles kill?
Ans. For all round use I would
Ans. The 32-20 and 25-20 rifles
will kill at ranges probably as great recommend the 6-inch barrel.
3A. I am going into Canada next
as 400 yds., but they will not give
Do you think the above gun
accuracy sufficient to hit game at fall.
1will be all right for that country?
over 200 yds.
Ans. The revolver is all right but
■
*
•
the rifle is not powerful enough.
J. H. S., Carnegie, Pa.
4. Is the .35 calibre a good gun
Let me knew what kind of a
s;gbt the Lyman Combination rear |for bear and moose?
Ans. As stated in answer to ques of these young fellows, and they all
sight is, and where 1 can get one
tion
3A, the rifle is not powerful have jobs down ac the Everytown
and the price.
Ans. The Lyman Combi nation rear enough for big game.
tool works.
Ages, eighteen to twensight Ss a rear peep sight made up
tLthree, or maybe twenty-four. Too
in various ways to fit the different C. G. Carter, Mont.
old to run wit-h a gang.
Not quite
Which would you recommend, the old enough to be married and settl
models of rifles.
It can be secured
..45 automatic or .45 Colt single act ed. A little too serious to go around
from any hardware dealer.
ion 7 1-2 inch barrel—both Colts, to with the girls.
be carried on big game hunting
G. N. J., Braddock, Pa.
Serious Young Fellows.
1. What is the difference jn range trips? I want the most accurate and
and penetration between a .25 rim powerful of the twTo.
Ans. Personally I should
prefer
Serious?
fire cartridge and a 25-20 C. F. S. S_,
the
.45
automatic.
This
is
a
matter
Why, yes. These young fellows ar
using a single shot rifle?
From point of busy nine hours a day, six days a
Ans. The .25 rim fire cartridge of opinio®, however.
actual
energy,
the,
.45
single action week, with considerable
overtime
has a penetration of seven 7-8 inches
If you saw them
pine beards; the 25-20 single
shot when using the 40 grain black povrd- work in winter.
cartridge has a penetration o f nine er load is slightly more powerful. at hard, dirty jobs of grinding and
The accuracy is about the
same. machining and assembling parts, you
7-8 inches pine boards.
2. What is the range o f a .32 S. The Government has adopted the .45 might think the work called for little
But it is ex
& W. long cartridge using a 6-inch Automatic and they would not have skill or intelligence.
done so unless the tests had proven acting, and pretty well paid, never
barrel revolver?
conclusively that it wou’ d give better theless, for those greasy, dusty parts
Ans. Thie cartridge will give ac
curate results when shot in any results than the single action which are worked down and calibrated to
the thousandth of an inch.
All this
properly made revolver up to 100 yds. was at one time the army gun.
which is of course longer than the
R. E. C., Hebron, Nebr.
ranges used for pistol practice.
1. What is meantby
“ stoning
%
the action” of a rifle?
E. P. H., Erie, Pa.
Ans. The expression is a new one
Will you please give me your opin
on me.
I suppose it means the oil
ion of the .32 Special carbine as a.
stoning of the various wearing sur
gun for bear and deer, also the ex
faces to produce smoothness.
treme range c f said gun, also point
2. Is there a bolt action repeater
blank range?
What wculd you sug
made to handle the .22 long
rifle
gest for Slights on same?
I favor
cartridge?
If so, hy whom is it
a closed front and rear sight.
made?
Ans. The .32 Special cartridge is
Ans. There are none made
in
satisfactory for bear and deer.
It
this country.
There is one made in
has a muzzle velocity of 2112 ft.
England which of course would not
seconds and muzzle energy of 1682
be procurable at present.
ft. lbs.
Range for accuracy is from
5 to 700 yds.
Trajectory at 100 yds.
J. H. D., Quill Lake, Sask.
when fired at '200 yds. is 5.3 inches.
1. What is the advantage in haviug
There is no such thing as a rifle two bead sights on a shotgun, and
which will shoot absolutely flat for how far should they be placed apart,

, FREE MEDICINE
For Stomach, Liver, Bowelfl
These organs are so important to
the bodily health, that we want to
show you how to keep them well. In
digestion, dyspepsia, biliousness, sick
headache, constipation and numerous
other ills come from faulty stomach
and bowel action. “ L . F.” A tw ood’s
Medicine is so safe and speedy, that
once you try it, you will not want to
be without a bottle of it in the house.
Thousands have used it with daily
benefit, during the past sixty years.
Let us send you a trial bottle free.
Write your n^ine and address, very
plainly, on a postal, and mail it to us,
today. W e will send you the free
sample postpaid by return mail.
FREE.— On receipt o f a yellow outside
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine,
we will send one o f our N eedle Books with a
good assortment o f high grade needles, useful
in every family.

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO.,

Portland, Me.

on a double barreled gun?
Ans. The main advantage in hav
ing two bead sights on a shotgun is
for the moral effect on the shooter.
In trap shooting where plenty of time
is given for placing the gun to the
shoulder, two beads are used in
lining up the barrel.
For
actual
hunting, where the gun has to be
placed at the shoulder and fired with
great speed, they are of no practical
use on a gun which properly fits the
user.
The usual distance is about
16 inches apart.
2. Does a barrel with a taper
choke give greater penetration than
one constricted only at the muzzle?
An®. There is no such thing as
a true taper choke barrel, and if
there were, it would probably
not
shoot any closer than a cylinder

These Lads Are T hinkers.

army and navy.
There are mighty
few firearm accidents among soldiers
and sailers because they are taught
how to handle weapons.
Shooting
is part cf their trade.
Guns and
ammunition are handled under regu
lations. '
Matches, edged tools, photographic
chemicals,, boats, motor-cycles, hors
es, electric current and many other
things handled by boys are dangerous
if misused.
But organized shooting is safe.

"efficiency” business started at that
kind of work, you know.These young
fellows are the pick of the tool
works in their way, read the Ameri
can Machinist, follow the technique
of their trade and want to qualify
for supervision and ownership.
Yes, they are serious, and it af
fects their amusements.
Organized

Sports.

Not a great deal of good

Regular Shooting Matches.

Suppose there were regular shoot
ing matches in ycur town, fitted to
different classes and ages, and that
these led up to State matches, and
those to Interstate tournaments, and
those to a National
championship,
and qualifications to shoot against
militia and other experts, and finally
to international matches.
Obviously
such possibilities must appeal to the
imagination and sporting spirit.
There are wonderful possibilities in
rifle shooting as an attraction for a
particularly desirable kind of young
man, and also a force for character
building among boys and young men
generally.
As a ‘‘community” equipment the
rifle range has many good points.
First of all, perhaps, it pays its
own way and yields a profit.
The
shooting gallery man charges
five
cents for three shots.
Your range
officials can give ten shots for a
dime and still make eight dollars and
sixty cents per thousand shots gross
profit—and it takes but a short while
to fire away a thousand cartridges,
The

Indoor Shoot.

Space required for an indoor range
is not great.
Fifteen feet wide and
ninety feet long is enough.
amuseCost is not high—-one hundred and
fifty dollars will put in a fine range.
As to outdoor shooting, when you
get to it, labor will be about the
only expense—space is usually
as
free as the air.
National Interest Showfn.

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

Do yoiL-know that there is tc-day
a healthy, growing national interest
in rifle shooting?
Four thousand
lads in the New York high schools
are now shooting under an enthus
iastic instructor.

Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

Offers room with hot ard
cold water for $1.00 per day
and up, which includes free
use of publip shower baths.

Nothing

to

Eqnal

This in N-ew England

Rooms with private baths
for $1.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath
for $4.00 per day and up.
ABSOLU T E L Y FIREPROOF

Strietly a Temperance Hotel
Send fo r Booklet

STORER

F.

C R A FTS

G en.

Manager

Johnny

Goes On An

Outing.

Mrs. Smith will not allow Johnny
to have a gun and learn how to use
and respect it.
Johnny can go
camping with other boys, however.
Out in the woods, all the surround
ings suggest a gun to healthy boys.
Somebody sneaks in a cheap rifle or
revolver.
[Nobody knows how to
handle it.
There may be an accid
ent.
But consider, for a moment, the

shooting gives us, quickness to act
is the most important.
To pull in
stantly you see the bull’s-eye without
flinching is extremely important. The
new recruit finds himself sadly in
trouble here.
He is not quick en
ough. The movement of the point of
the rifle a hair’s breadth will take
the bullet wide.
Makes One M aster of Him self.

It gives stability to character,
mastery of one’s self in times of
crisis, and breaks many bad habits*
The marksman, no matter how good’
a shot, must practice and practice
afl year round.
This develops will
power, determination and sticktoitivenoss.
Many are the matches;
where victory or defeat depends on
tie man shooting. There is more
individual work in this sport than in
any other.
In baseball or football
it is teamwork that counts.
One
man may have an off day and not
make much difference to the team,
but this is not true in. shooting. Rifle
practice develops responsi,bitty. The
rifleman can have few bad habits,
for he is in practice all the year
round.
He can neither smoke nor
drink, and must keep regular hours.
Rifle Shooting in New York.

In New York, rifle shooting has
been taken up by the high schools as
a sport for the last eight years, and
has proved a success.
Not an ac
cident lias happened.
At the last
sportsman’s show 38,000 rounds of
ammunition were fired without acci
dent.
Could there he a better re
cord? Then there is the sub-target
gun. This gun gives the same prac
tice as a real rifle, but is a mechan
ical device which uses no ammunit
ion, yet registers your shot perfectly
by electricity or mechanically.
Rifle shooting demands mental and
physical control in marked degree,
and develops, these qualities.
It Is An Individual Sport.

It is an individual sport, which a
boy or man may follow alone,
at
moderate expense, up to a certain
point.
At the same time, it is ab
solutely dependent upon competitive
interest as skill is acquired.
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former home.
They made the trip Exercise, “ Coming Through the Rye” |The prize fish caught by any of this
Music,
Band! jolly crowd was a salmon and weigh
fcy auto.
Leater Nile ed 5% pounds.
Miss Eula Phflbrit k is home from Recitation,
A number of families are coining
Song,
Velma Tomlinson
the Normal school.
Children this week and every camp will soon
Miss Sadie Pickens, stenographer Exercise,
Bandj be taken for the summer. .
Lake Parlin House and Camps
at Grant’s Camps is home on account Music,
Address,
Rev.
M.
S.
Hutchins
'of
of illness.
P h illip s
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
H. A. Furbish made a business
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Singing by audience,
“America”
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o trip to Skowhegan this week.
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Great
credit
is
due
the
town of
Mrs. Orrie Haley and daughter are
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
Rangeley for so appropriately keep- j
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
visiting
relatives
in
Phillips.
fishing the whole season The house and
ing this annual memorial of nation
camps are new and have all modern conven
Mrs. Lucy Herrick recently spent
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
al independence, to the veterans of!
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
a week at Gull Pond, the guest of
Canoeing. Boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
the G. A. R. of Rangeley and th eir;
The Lincoln Chronicle-duhs this a
Mr. Zaohariah and sisters and has
tain climbing autonio'biling. etc.
committee, to the ladies who
fur
now gone to Poland Springs, where
“ true” bear story, and since the
nished the bountiful dinner, to the
Jackman. Maine
H. P. WcKENNEY. Proprietor,
Write for booklet.
she has employment for the summer.
bear got the best of it, probably no
members of Rangeley Band, to the
Mr. and Mrs. Will Lovejoy have ladies (Miss Rose Nelson and Mr^. one will doubt its accuracy. Here’s
THE CARRY POND CAMPS returned from Strong, where they
the story:
“ Delton Wyman, ableFrank Badger) who taught the child
Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of have been living.
We understand ren their pretty exercises, to Mr. bodied giant, over six 'feet long, in
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations. Mr. Lovejoy will do blacksmithing in
RANGELEY, MAINE
William True of Phillips for finan the employ of Roy Brown at his
Write for circular.
lumber camps on
Passadumkeag
town
this
summer.
cial and other help, and to many
HENRY J. LANE,
Mr. and Mrs, Hezokiali Hinkley of other of the loyal citizens of Range- went to a spring to get a drink of
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
water—some men still drink water,
Phillips were guests of Mrs. Lucy ley.
As Mr. Wy
Hinkley the first of the week.
The committee who had the entire even in these parts.
OTTER POND CAMPS
man
approached
the
spring,
an ableMiss
Bertha
Russell
is.
employed
AT
observance in their charge were Ebe
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
bodied
bear
arose
to
her
feet,
thrust
in the family of Dr. F. B. Colby.
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
Rowe, G. D. Huntoon, Dexter Lamb.
GEORGE H. Me KENNEY, Prop..
Mrs. Rolla Toothaker and children The address was especially interest out her lower jaw in the manner of
at Spiring Lake
Garatunk, Me.
of Dryden, who hav e been visiting ing, the subject being, “ The Need an Irish pugilist and emphatically
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
•re most charmingly situated on the shores o f
disputed what she regarded as an
ir town, have return'd home, accom of Patriotism.”
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
intrusion.
Mr. Wyman picked up a
who
puauet of spring water and the table is first-class, RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE panied by Kathleen Hinkley,
elevation 1.8(H) feet above sen level, grandest scen
On Rangeley Lake.
trusty hornbeam club, saying to him
will spend part of her vacation with
ery raid pure mountain air Hay fever and malaria
M R . A L L E N L A N D S R E C O R D S A L  self “ some saucy beast,” and
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake T horoughly modern. On direct automobile them.
made
tresit and salmon fishing and in the neighboring route. Tavern all year. Lake View Hduse
MON.
a pass at the bear with a force that
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. luly 1 to Oct.
Mrs. John Eastman and children.,
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
would have sent a baseball to king
Roberta and Thornton, were called
summer report. Telephone communications with
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
(Continued from sage five),
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
dom
come; but evidently he was an
Raugeiey,
Maine.
to
Kenduskeag
Tuesday
by
the
ser
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
ious illness of Mr. Eastman’s moth ed a fine pair of trout that weighed [amateur in the science of bearology
3 pounds, 9 ounces ana 3 pounds, 5 and did not know that bears have a
RANGELEY LAKES
er.
Camp Bemis, The Bu-ches, 1 he Barker. Write
ounces.
Also three salmon weighing 1good knowledge of sleight-of-hand, or
Charlie
Gibbs
is
home
from
Bates
for free circular.
Blakeslee Lake Camps
3
pounds;
3 pounds, 3 ounces; and sleight-of-paw, and she not only par
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
College.
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
ried the blow hut removed most of
Miss Lois Quimby is spending two 3 pounds, 10 ounces.
A famous resort for anglers and hun VIA RUMFORD f a l l s
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Palmer of Beth the man’s sleeve and considerable
weeks in Boston.
Miss Marian and
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
Now Mr. Wy
Best Salmon and Trout Fishingr in Maine.
'Fly Master Goorge accompanied her
to lehem, Penn., who have spent a cuticle from his arm.
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, hsnirig
begins about June 1. Send for circular.
q.
,„ , t
^ i, UT|,„t.„
- i.
w aq
Was number of sumjmers in one of the man’s dander was up and he aimed
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.. » tronS last veeK, Wiieie Stie
another another blow at the bear’s
Maine.
Upper Dam, Maine.
met by
heruncle,
Mr. W.V. camps,
Lander have' returned for
nose;
They
are
accompanied this, however, was no more success
and his daughter, Martha and the j season.
by their daughter. Miss L. A. ful than the other and resulted in
rest of the trip was made by auto.
DEAD RIVER REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Mrs. Amos Ellis of Bald Mountain companied by their daughter, Miss three or four long and deep scratches
particular. Maine's ideal family vaca Camps was a recent guest of her Palmer and later their son will across Jibe man’s side.
By
this
join
them.
In
1913 Mr.
Pal time it began to draw on the man
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting daughter, Mrs. Olin Rowe.
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. The Oquossoc House is being treat mer won the cup offered by Field that he was outclassed and had bet
Look, Prop’r, Eustis,.Maine.
and Stream for the largest square ter retreat in as goed order as pos-,
ed to a new coat of paint.
Maine
Mr. and Mrs. James Ludington will tailed trout caught on .the fly, and sible and started to run for the
, Thoroughly first, class. The hotel for
occupy Will Tibbetts’ house during the prize that weighted 6 pounds, 3 camp, but as he came near he stumb-,
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport s IN THE RANGELEY REGION the summer.
ounces hangs in their camp, which led over a log ^nd he fell in a faint,
men. All farm, dairy products, pork Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and oneJune Ellis was given a birthday is handsomely furnished and one ofj presumably from fright and loss of
and poultry from our own farm, enabl- ha>f
fro™ th® v d ro a d and three-fourths
View the most attractive and homelike at bfiood.
r
•
mile from good auto road. Trout fishing, both party at her home at Lake
His groans brought compan
ing US to serve only fresh vegetables, lake and stream. Rates $12.50 to 5515.00 per week; Farm Wednesday afternoon, June 16. this resort. *Mr. Palmer has not los
ions to his assistance and he was
____ ,
. .
^ 4-^
$2.50 per day. Booklet and references. For
®*eafcs, butter, cr..&iT), eggs, etc.
particulars address
the revived and told his story; but
A peanut hunt and other games were his skill casting the fly over
American plan. Send for circular.
HEMON S. BLACKWELL,
enjoyed.
Refreshments of cake and pool to lure the fish for this week strange to say, no one seemed an
Dallas. Maine.
salmon xious to go to look up the bear. Mr.
strawberry ice cream were served, he has caught six record
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
4 Wyman will be laid up for
also a beautiful cake on which wqre weighing 3 pounds, 14 ounces;
some
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
CAMP PHOENIX
pounds, 11 ounces; 3 pounds, 3 ounc time by his injuries.
11 candles.
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
In the veiy heart o f Maine’ s Best Fish find
best trout fishing in Maine.
Miss Thalie Hoar was in Phillips es; 3 pounds, 13 ounces; 3 pounds, Iff
Game Region. If you like to fish, the name
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
SOURDNAHUNK stands for all that is best in over Sunday, the guest of Miss Em ounces, and 4 pounds.
fishing, and Camp Phoenix is located in the very
Mrs. Thomas C. White of Lewis
Miss Russell returned
center o f the famous SOURDN AHUNK region. ma Russell.
Lively fighting trout at camp door. Write for
THE ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
ton, while out fishing one day re
particulars. CHAS. A. DAISEY, Propr., Nor- with her Monday.
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, baili cross, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Oakes of Liv cently, had an unusual exciting time
ng and mountain climbing. Separate camps £pr
all parties, with special accommodations fownaihermore were in town recently, for with a 2 % pound salmon that 'was
lies. Sixteen trout ponds-of fly and bait fishing,
JONES’ G A M P S
the purpose of grading their lot in game, for after making a good fight, o f 200 acres, situated on the north shore of the
and a never end o f rivers and streams.
M osq u ito, M aine the Dallas cemetery.
Automobile tourists wishing to visit A T T E A N M ox ie Pon d,
when almost ready to net, he start upper
CAMPS, may com e to Holden’s Garage, one
The finest trout and salmon fishing here for
itiile from camp, where m otor boat will meet
Miss Luette Timberiake of Phillips ed and the reel hummed as he made
Rangeley Lakes
parties. Map and booklet o f my territory on manv years. Circulars furnished on application.
entertained her Sunday school class a run under the boat and then jump
request.
/
Tw o mile? from
R U E L E. H O L D E N . Jackman, Maine
at Marsquamosy Lodge Tuesday and ed out of the water, shook the hook
Rangeley Lake House.
Wednesday of this week. There were from his mouth and landed at the
OUANANICHE LODGE and
W ar or no war
Frontage on the Lake o f half a mile, and com
twelve girls in the party and they fair angler’s feet in the boat.
NORWAY PINES CAMPS
Pierce Pond Camps
Hon. and Mrs. Wallace H. White mands
time, a boat ride
will be open en time for large trout and salmon now open for season. Fishing, vacationing and had a delightful
fishing. Best of reference4 furnished. Send Hunting. Peerless location. Write
of
Lewiston returned harpe this
around
the
island
by
moonlight
be
Magnificent Views for circular. C. A. Spaulding. Caratunk. Me.
CHARLES CAMPBELL, Mang’r.
ing one of the enjoyable features.
morning after a week in camp. Mr. o f the Lake. Two fine spring's on the Estate.
_ Grand Lake Stream, Maine. Washington Co.
Miss Irene Kempton is the guest White, with Elmer Woodbury guide, Property fully equipped as a farm, and includes
Go to
of Miss Lucille Harris at Dallas had good luck fishing and had a good the famous
BILLY SOULE’S NEW CAMP
B L A IN E V IL E S ’
string to take home, but none over
this week.
ON millmagassbtt lake
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS
three pounds in weight.
E.
I.
Herrick
was
in
Flagstaff
the
Trout Fishing That Is Fishing. Post office
Terms reasonable. Address
first of the week on business.
A new 35-foot motor boat for Fred
Dead River,
Maine address Ox Bow. Me.
M. Ambrose of Yonkers, N. Y., was
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom
FURBISH & HERRICK,
Finest o f Salmon, Trout and Togue Fishing in
modations, Reasonable Prices.
towed over from Bemis yesterday and
Maine at
R AN G E LEY,
MAINfi
Special Sunday Dinners.
will soon be making trips over the
TUNK POND,
or
lake.
one mile from railroad. An ideal family summer
R ound Mountain Lake Camps. W rite forfree resort. Telephone, daily mail. For full particu
N. R. Hopkins and party of New MRS LUCY
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L. Proprietor.
lars address.
York friends went home Saturday,
82 Washington Square
R ound Mountain. Maine
MRS. SIMON BUNKER,
having had the time of their lives. SALEM,
MASS.

Where

Go In Maine

A “ TRUE”
BEAR STORY

YORK

J. LEWIS YORK. Prop.

F I8 H IN C

J o h n ©arville’s S a m p s

W EST EN D
HOTEL
Portland,

FOR SALE
Beautiful Estate

“Ross Point.’.’

BUNKER HILL
DAY OBSERVED

To Let for the Season

COTTAGE ON RANGELEY LAKE
Also motor boat. In the heart of
good fishing and hunting. Write I. W.
MITCHELL, Rangeley, Me.

P A G K A R D ’S G A M P S
R an geley L a k e s
R an geley,
M aine
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
ridge and duck hunting.
_______________________ N

Mingo Springs Hotel and Gamps
The ideal place to spend your vaca
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec
tion. Write for booklet.
, C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine
VAUGHAN G A M PS
T he Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known
as the Kibby Camps, have been purchased by
me and are open for Fishing and H unting for
the season o f 1915. An ideal family summer
resort. Telephone connections. A m ost beauti
ful climate during the summer months; cool,
even and invigorating. Finest Deer Hunting
in the State o f Maine. Good Stream and Lake
Fishing. Prices reasonable. For full partic
ulars. address

FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
EU STIS.

' -

-

M AINE

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAJM.PS.
Heart of tile Rangeleys. Bert. fishing regionSpecial J une and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

East Sullivan. Me.

Tunk R. F. D.

HAPPY PARTY AT
MARSQUAMOSY

Exercises Most Pleasingly Carried
Out at Rangeley.

According to the annual Rangeley
custom Bunker Hill Day was fittinglv observed the 17th. Even though
the heavy shower in the forenoon
interfered with some of the arrange
ments and prevented the attendance
of some persons who would other
wise have been present, this year’s
observance can be truthfully describ
(Special Correspondence.)
ed as entirely successful.
Rangeley, June 23.—Ray Hamden
The dinner at Grange hall, which
is clerking for H. V. Kimball.
was enjoyed by nearly -100 persons,
Mrs. Ida Morton is caring for Mrs. was bounteous and very good. The
A. E. Getchell, who is ill at j-her afternoon’s program was well car
home in Dallas.
ried out.
Although organized a very
Harold McCard, Howard Herrick, short time ago, the Rangeley Band
H. C. Riddle and George
Russell furnished splendid music. Miss Tom
spent the week-end at the latter’s linson's solo was not only a beauti
camp on Mt. Saddleback.
They re ful song, well rendered, but was also
port a fine time and plenty of fish an earnest call to the highest patrio
for dinner.
tism.
The children’s exercises were
Mrs. Susie Wilber Tibbetts, who ail that could be desired and reflect
for several years has been a popu ed great credit upon the ladies who
lar assistant in the Rangeley postof- had been their teachers.
fic-e has finished working there.
The afternoon program in Furbish
Miss Geneva McCard of East Co hall was as follows:
rinth. is visiting relatives in town.
Music,
Band
Mr. and Mrs. J. Sherman Hoar wit Prayer
Miss Gherrie Toothaker are spending Exercise, “ Marching Through
the week in Rockland, Mrs. Hoar’s
Georgia”

Little Miss June Entertains Friends
at Lake View Farm.

.J

H . B O W D O IN

BIG RESULTS
FROM SMALL A D S .

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms
'Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
mock or something else you don’t want.

Someone else is sure to want it
We have sold things for others, and we can do th<
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

